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This manual provides electrical/mechanical characteristics, operation, theory of
operation, parts list and electrical diagrams for the Model 5208A Bit Synchronizer Unit. The unit
is capable of performing the functions of bit synchronization and signal conditioning on demodu-
lated wave rains containing amplitude, frequency and phase distortions as well as additive noise.
Operating frequencies in the 1 to 27 MHz bit rate range are accommodated through the use of
discrete frequency plug-in subunits. The unit provides 0- and 180-degree clocks and either a
single signal hard decision, or a three bit quantized soft decision data output.
1.2 Physical Description
The unit, shown by Figure 1-1, consists of a single, standard 7-inch drawer and the
associated plug-in subunits (one required for each operational bit rate). The unit contains its
own power supplies and therefore requires only ac line power and the input signal for operation.
All operator controls used for normal operation are located on the front of the equipment. The
input/output connections are located on the rear panel of the drawer. All signal connections are
the BNC type.. The drawer is compatible with standard 19-inch cabinets. The overall dimensions
are as follows:
Panel height - 7.0 inches
Panel width - 19 inches
Drawer depth - 21.5 inches overall
As shown by Figure 1-2, the Bit Synchronizer unit has two self-contained power
supplies, four chassis-mounted printed circuit board assemblies, a VCO assembly, a coaxial
switch, control panel and the plug-in unit. Each plug-in unit contains two additional printed
circuit board assemblies.
The equipment will operate in an environment of 32 ° F to 100 ° F temperature and
10 to 95 percent relative humidity.
1.3 Electrical Characteristics
The electrical characteristics for the Bit Synchronizer are provided in Table 1.














































































































































































































































Table 1. Bit Synchronizer Electrical Characteristics
. Characteristic














~a, ~ Bit Error Rate
ab. Bit Error Rate
b. Bit Error Rate
50 ohms ±20%.
NZR-L PCM at the bit rate of the
selected plug-in subunit.
0.25 V rms to 1.5 V rms.
Up to ± rms signal value.
Static A f/f up to ±1%. Dynamic A f/f =
±0.5% peak-to-peak sinusoidal at rates




Bit rate is controlled by front panel plug-
in units. Bit rates from 1.0MB to 27 MB
are accommodated. Tuning range of each
plug-in is ±1% of the nominal bit rate
minimum.
With random data (probabi I ity of "one"
probability of transition = 0.5), no
jitter, and other variables of Item 2
above at any specified value: within 1
dB of theoretical for E /N of -2 dB or
greater.
With a combination of parameter values
specified in Item 2 above within two dB







Table 1. Bit Synchronizer Electrical Characteristics (Continued)
Item
c. Bit Slippage Rate
Characteristic
6Less than lx10 for E /N of-2 dB or
n ogreater and any combination of parameter





NRZ-L in TTL compatible levels. Out-
put levels: logical zero= 0 ±0.25 volt;
logical one = 4.0 ±1.5 volts; at the end
of 20 feet of cable terminated in 100 ohms
to +--5.0 volts. This output is also the sign
(or MSB) bit of the quantized output.
Data is provided quantized to three bits
sign and magnitude, with the 011 quanta
centered on the noise free zero level ard
the 111 quanta centered on the noise free
one. Levels are the same as specified
for the NRZ-L data.
Square-wave clocks (±10% asymmetry max)
of the same levels as specified for the
NRZ-L data are provided, as follows:
Bit rate, with positive going edges aligned
with the data bits (symbols), ±10% bit
period.
Bit rate, with negative going edges aligned
with the data bit, ±10% bit period.
1.4 Functional Description
Figure 1-4 is the general block diagram for the Bit Synchronizer unit. The purpose
of the unit is to condition and synchronize to a serial PCM signal with noise and output a recondi-
tioned data stream and its associated clock. Those blocks in Figure 1-2 with an SC designation
are functions primarily concerned with signal conditioning whereas those labeled BS are primarily
functions for bit synchronization. . The different functions are separated into two groups. The
blocks with the dashed lines are frequency-dependent and are contained in the plug-in subunit.
The solid-lined blocks are common circuitry for all frequencies.
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The serial PCM signal-plus-noise input is connected to the input attenuator which
provides operator selection of two input voltage ranges. The output of the attenuator is applied
to the matched filter function which performs filtering and baseline correction signal conditioning.
The output signal from the matched filter is then connected to the decision unit where it is com-
pared with a fixed reference voltage. The decision unit supplies a signal to the phase lock loop
which conditions the signal for use as a control voltage to adjust the frequency of the loop to
match the incoming signal frequency (lock condition). The output clock from the phase lock loop
is then used by the decision unit to sample the input signal to determine its logic state (ZERO or
ONE).
The output of the matched filter is also used by the magnitude detector to generate
a digital code (quantized data output) which corresponds to the amplitude of the input signal.
This code, along with the serial data and clock lines are routed to the output card for level con-






2.1 Operating Controls, Indicators and Connectors
This section functionally describes the controls, indicators and connectors for the
Bit Sync Unit (Table 2.1). The front panel view of thebunit is provided in Figure 2.1, and the
rear panel in Figure 2.2.
AC power is provided to the unit via a receptacle located at the rear of the
drawer. An ac line fuse is located adjacent to the ac receptacle.















When lit, indicates the ac
power is applied to the unit.
Applies power to Bit
Synchronizer.
SIM position: Switches the
clock source from internal to
external (J6) for simulation
purposes. NORMAL position:




Selects voltage range of
either .75 to .25 volts or
1.5 to .75 volts.
Tunes the phase lock loop
such that the 0 ERROR meter
reads approximately zero,
the LOCK indicator is lit
and Data Out is in phase

















This meter indicates tile phase
error voltage applied to the
Loop filter.
When lit, indicates the phase
error voltage is within approxi-
mately 250 mV of zero volts.
This switch controls the phase
lock loop bandwidth. The
bandwidth is 1 percent in the
WIDE position and 0.1 percent
in the NARROW position.
Input 115 ±10 vac at 60 Hz
±2 Hz.
Sign (MSr) Data Conrinector
Spare
Data In Connector
J2 Sign (or MSB) of quantized
binary data output. Also the
NRZ-L data output TTL levels.
J3
J4 Input PCM (NRZ-L) signal.
Clock Out Connector
External Cock In Connector
CTlo Out Connector
J5 Output bit rate with positive
transition aligned with the
data bits TTL levels.
J6 Input for external bit rate for
use in simulation (SIM) mode.
TTL levels. Positive transition
should be aligned with input
data transitions.
Output bit rate with negative
transition aligned with the




Table 2.1. Bit Sync Panel Controls, Connectors and Indicators (Continued)
Control Connector
or Indicator Reference Designation Function
LSB Data Out Connector J9 Least significant binary data
bit of the quantized data
output. TTL levels.
CSB Data Out Connector J10 Center weighted binary bit
of the quantized data output.
TTL levels.
2.2 Operating Procedures
Detailed operating procedures are as follows:-
1. Connect the Bit Synchronizer to the power line, and to the signal
input and outputs.
2. Insert the plug-in unit for the desired bit rate,
3. Turn the Power Switch ON.
4. Set the Input Voltage Switch to the position encompassing the
actual input signal amplitude.
5. Select the desired Mode of Operation with the MODE Switch. In
the Simulate position, an external clock must be applied to J6,
phased so that the positive transition is aligned with the transitions
of the input data bits. In this mode, the synchronizer requires no
further adjustments for operation at any bit rate equal to or less
than that of the inserted plug-in unit. In the BI-PHASE mode, no
external clock is required, but the synchronizer must be locked to
the input data.
6. Select the desired Loop Bandwidth. Normally, the Narrow position
is employed for operation at low signal-to-noise-ratios, and the Wide
position is employed to provide wider acquisition range and better
jitter tracking at higher signa I-to-noise-ratios.
7. Adjust the VCO TUNE potentiometer until the synchronizer is locked
to the input signal and the Phase Error Meter is zeroed. Correct lock
can be verified by measuring the output Bit Rate Clock with a Counter,
or by observing input and output signals on an oscilloscope, When the
12
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synchronizer is correctly locked to a clean input, it should be possible
to swing the Phase Error meter over a small range by adjustment of tile
VCO TUNE control, and with experience, correct lock can be verified
by observing this behaviour.
2.3 Calibration
The 5208A Bit Synchronizer has been calibrated during its final performance
testing and should not require periodic adjustments. The following procedures are provided as
reference data for recalibration following repair.
MATCHED FILTER CARD Reference Assembly 528761
With the Input J1 grounded and one end of R8 lifted from the board, adjust R5
until the output of AR1 is within ±1 mV of ground. Then adjust R17 until the output of AR3 is
within +2 mV of ground. Replace R8 and adjust R13 such that the output of AR1 is within ±1 mV
of ground.
DECISION UNIT CARD Reference Assembly 528764
Adjust R31 for minimum bit error rate. Repeat for R18 and R42.
PHASE LOCK LOOP CARD Reference Assembly 528762
Adjust front panel fine TUNE pot R2 for minimum bit error rate, then adjust R35
such that the front panel meter reads as close to "0" as possible.
MAGNITUDE DETECTOR CARD Reference Assembly 612920
Adjust R7A such that the voltage
of the voltage at the base of Q3 Section A.





3.0 THEORY OF OPERATION
3.1 Scope
This section presents functional and detailed theory for the Bit Synchronizer
Unit. The unit is discussed from both the block diagram and schematic diagram levels.
3.2 Functional Description
Figure 3.2 is the functional block diagram of the Bit Sync Unit. The unit is
divided into two sections. The fixed section (upper section of the diagram) is the mainframe
assembly and contains those functional blocks which are not frequency dependent. This section
also contains the power supplies, blower, input/output connectors, and all front panel controls
except those Functions which are dependent on bit rote. The boxes shown in the lower section
of the diagram represent the bit rate dependent section.
Input data (signal and noise) is connected to J4 and is attenuated by R1. The two-
position attenuator pod is controlled by S2 which is selected for the input data voltage described
in Section 2.0. The data is then presented to the Matched Filter where it is conditioned for
comparison with a reference voltage on the Decision Units Card. The Decision Unit outputs
pulses to the Phase Lock Loop at data zero crossings. These pulses are conditioned and com-
pared to the Mixer's output. The resulting phase error is filtered and amplified to provide the
control voltage for the 70 MHz VCO. The Phase Lock Loop Card also includes a fixed oscillator
of 70 MHz minus Bit Rate. This oscillator is mixed with the VCO output on the Mixer Card to
provide the reference input (J1) For the phase detector on the Phase Lock Loop Card. Thus, a
phase locked bit rate signal is produced at J2 of the Phase Lock Loop Card. The loop is con-
trolled bytheVCO tuning potentiometer (RI1) and Loop BW switch (SI1) and monitored by the
lock indicator (DSl) 'and the Phase Error Meter (M1). The Phase Lock Loop provides, via the
Delay Line, and Output Card, a phase coherent clock to the Decision Unit to perform sampling
for the proper data decision output to the Output Cara. This clock also samples the magnitude
detector soft decisions and provides these two decisions to the Output Card for buffering and
conversion toTTL levels. The Output Card.also provides for selection of the internal clock
or external clock. -
3.3 Detailed Description
Schematics and assemblies of the cards described below are found in Section 4.0.
3.4 Matched Filter (Reference Drawing 417304)
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the passive components associated with AR1. The response of this filter to a PCM data word is
shown on the referenceddrawing. The Matched Filter card also contains baseline correction
circuitry which consists mainly of AR2, AR3 and associated components. This circuitry contains
positive and negative peak detectors and the summing amplifier AR2. Operating onl the
Matched Filter output, the difference between the positive and negative peak measurement is
used to add an offset into the matched filter input such that the offset at the output of the
Matched Filter tends toward zero. This conditions the filter output for the maximum likelihood
decision to be mode by the Decision Unit.
3.5 Decision Unit (Reference Drawing 417307)
In the Decision Unity she:utput of the Matched Filter is continuously compared
to a reference voltage. This rpFerence, voltage is coupled to the three differential stages com-
prised of Q1 - Q2, Q5 - Q6, and Q9 - Q10. Each output of these differential stages are
coup!ed to level converters Q3 - Q4, Q7 - Q8, and Q 11 - Q12. This conversion is from
bipolar to ECL levels. The bit sync clock is coupled to the flip-flop Z2 and the data decision
is coupled to the "D" input of this flip-flop. This data is sampled with the clock and coupled
to J5. The clock is coupled to a gate (Z1) to provide the proper phase relation of 00° clock
to J4. To establish a bit rate component, data transitions are coupled to flip-flops.Z3 and Z6
which contain fixed delays. These flip-flops provide 10 nanosecond pulses to the "OR" gate
Z4. These pulses are coupled to J7 as Data Transitions.
3.6 Phase Lock Loop Card (Reference Drawing 417305)
Thle Phase Lock Loop contains a pulse stretcher (Z1) and low pass filters C17, L7,
and L8. This circuitry converts the bit rate 10 nanosecond pulses from the Decision Unit to
approximately half bit period pulses to the Mixer A1. The pulses are mixed with the Mixer
Card output to provide a phase error signal to the loop filter AR1 . Here the loop filter band-
width is chosen byK1 . The output of AR1 is a dc control voltage used to drive the 70 MHz
vco to the proper frequency to lock the loop. The phase voltage from Al is also coupled to
an amplifier AR3 which drives the 0 error meter M1 and provides the buffered control voltage
to the comparator circuitry AR2 to provide an output when the control voltage is within
approximately250 mV to 0 volts dc. The v co tuning pot R1 is connected to AR1 to provide
the necessary correction voltage to adjust the loop frequency to that of bit rate. Q1 pro-
vides buffering and level transformation to the 90 ° clock and the delayed bit sync clock.
Oscillator Y1 is provided to generate the frequency necessary to mix with 70 MHz to produce
bit rate.
3.7 Mixer Card (Reference Drawing 417308)
The Mixer Card accepts two frequency inputs and outputs the difference fre-
quency at J3. The fixed frequency 70 MHz - fBR from Y1 is connected to J2 and the 70 MHz
vco output is connected to J1. These Frequencies are mixed at mixer, Al. The output of this
mixer contains the sum and difference frequencies and only the difference frequency is passed
through the active low pass amplifier AR1 and ac coupled to J3.
3.8 Magnitude Detector (Reference Drawing 417309)
The magnitude detector card accepts the filtered data from the Matched Filter and
clock from the output card. The magnitude detector contains six (6) threshold detectors identical
to section G shown in the reference drawing. Each of these threshold detectors provides an ECL
output when the dc reference level on the base of Q3 is exceeded by the input signal level.
These six outputs (G, F, E, C, B, A) are provided to the combining logic Z1, Z2, Z3, Z6,
and Z7 which translates the six (6) decisions into two data bits, CSB (center significant bit),
and LSB (least significant bit). These two data outputs are provided to the output card for
buffering and level conversion by the clocked flip-Flops Z4 and Z5.
3.9 Output Card (Reference Drawing 417311)
The Output Card accepts all signals to be outputted at the rear panel and pro-
vides buffering and level translation. The card also provides for selecting an external clock
or internal clock (bit sync clock) For the Decision Unit and Magnitude Detector. This is
accomplished by K 1 selecting the proper logic level for Z4 to gate the selected clock source.
The CSB, LSB, and 0 ° clock are provided to gates Z1 and Z2 for coupling to current mode
switches Q1 through Q5 and translated to TTL by Q7 and Q8. Buffers 2 and 3 are identical
to Buffer #1. The sign bit is coupled to current mode switches Q9 through Q12 and translated
to TTL by Q13. All outputs to the rear panel are designed to drive 100 ohms cable terminated
in its characteristic impedance to +5 vdc.
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SECTION 4.0
SCHEMATIC AND ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS
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LODIAR, 0,'I',ON ,3 r IWORAION3riA ED fL 9 1 41 7 PL 528761
.SkJislDl^RY O$: IIARIN .- l llI I YI[ ElO'WTIA]IONI' , L BOURltlEA FLERS EA 
q f ' IAE _EET 
A" |J ii e:_ . .: I _,_ I . - - _ __ 
\`fl
.!j U. S. EILLJPRINT PAPEII CO. CL£ARPIrlINT l(C0OH
~--~ QT Y P E ... TORMiT S  R DWG. PAR  OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
TE 3ASSY LVEL "ZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
CD-23 LINE DRIVER, DDC, AR-i
__ ClCK06BX1.O4K . CAPACITOR, FXDQ CER% C2.13.91.19 2021 15 .1_:
w 1 _ ____ _.CN0533 _ CAPACITOR, FXD, CER, C16
:'~'_'~._ .2.. _._._ CS1IqBF6.8.'.'K CAPACITOR, FXD, TAN't, C1, C8
_RA_'2-24'05-5 _ DC VIDEO AMP, HARRIS, AR-2 
RCRO7G166JS RES, FXD RO10
RCR07G392JS RES, FXD, RS
!1 I~i__. " -j RN60C4991F RES, FXD, RI8, Rll
si'.? 1 J -- RCR07G473.JS RES, FXD, R17
10 2 RCR07G5 11 1S RES, FXD, R9 R12
11 RN60C1003F RES, FXD, R14, R16
… 1 ____ RN6OC2150F RES, FXD, R6 
13 1____ __ RN60C49R9F RES, FXD, R1 I
14__ - _ RN6OC61R9F RES, FXD, R7 
19 1 ___RN65C56R2F RES FXD R2
~ l.I1 _\__VA-23. INTEGRATED Cl RCUIT, OPNL AMP, DDC AR--' 
1 7 _i VK-200-20-lB BEAD, FERRX CHBE, L1,6 1011, 12,9 ,
___2 2066-1322 CONNECTOR, AMER!CON, i1,.j2 ?
3251 W-1 -1 04 RES, VAR, B)OURNS, R'13
20 3 _ . 2.;1W-l-.503 =3 RES, VAR, BOURNS. R5, R17 
~~ T I 4 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.4 12 FPR _5_ _02-2308 _ DIODE, MTCHD PR, t-.P, CR1, CR2
.. ~~~CK06BX272K CPCT, v t -|_ Cl<,BX27b/ 2K 0CAPACITOR, FXD, C18, C1 -
3 .1 _ C CMFO5FD3 91J03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C __
L24 .1 . CM06FD122J03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C10
25 1 _ CM06FD821J03 _ CAPACITOR, FXD, C7
29A 1 _ CM05FDO50JO3 CAPACITOR, FXD, C3 
21 1 ChMO5FD180.J03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C14 
28 1 >- . CMO5FD101.J03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C12 J
9_?9 1 RN60C3921 F . RES, FXD 1 R, 
301 . RN6OC8061 F __-_RES, FXD R. 
:1_ 1 LF4W100 INDUCTOR, FXD L/ __
<°41 .2 4~_____EE-WEE-2 | INDUCTOR, FXD 13 _!W EE- Wv'EE-? 2.7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
; ~1l | | - WEE-WEE-2. 7 | INDUCTOR, FXD L5 - i
!y4 1 - CMhi22I7? -I CIRCUIT MASTER 
-. 1 ... .417304 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
SIZ _-CODE iDENT NO. _ 7/6 e3 7.
3 FRADJATI9N N A 9 ' 41 7 P [528761
A(SIDIR lDlyOF IIAWI. ISl If I TY1I'f C(I 'AI'Qf.rIOIt, MEL tOUR , /Ft.ORII9A 4 7
30 SCALE SHEET 4 :
__AD__1PF 469- 14^, lkYl-
i. jI -1 I I
I A D r 11,4 M 4b69. - I4i:V . betllRDr M 1*.. GI, A
fl.* S, BLUEPRINT PAPEFR CO. CLEAnIRINT 0OO0H
s~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ml - - .,, . . . .
~' ~QTy PER"iEM I QASSY LVEL DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
EG4 SS L SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
t~~ .~ .. _..___._.__...__=
L1 ,_T __ . CD-23 LINE DRIVER AR]
…-)8__ __ CK06BX104K _ CAPACITO R 2 9 13 15 19 20 21
_Il ... __ CN0533 CAPACITOR, FXD C16
|Bl -2 CS13BF685K CAPACITOR, FXD C1,8
1 ____ RA2-2605-5 DC VIDEO AMP AR2
_1 _____RCR07G16JS RES t FXD R10
:'1 _ _ __ RCR07G392JS _ RES FXD R8
RN60C4991F RES, FXD R11,18
~9 _ ___ RCR07G473JS _ RES, FXD RI-5
RCR07G511 JS RES, FXD R9,12
2 RN60C1003F RES FXD R16.14
-l1 _ _ - _RN60C2150F . RES, FXD R6
13 11 RN60C49R9F RES, FXD RI
4~ 1 _ __ _RN60C61R9F RES, FXD R7
!. 1 _ ___ RN65C56R2F RES. FXD R2i11 1_ _VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUiT, OPNL AMP AR3
V 6 ___VK-200-20-4B BEADt, FERRX CUBE LI16,19,11,12,9
18 2 2066-1322 CONNECTOR J1,2
19 1 .325.1W-1 W -104 RES, VAR R13 
_:;0 2 3251W-1-503 RES, VAR R17,5
21 2 'R 5802-2308 DIODE, MTCHD PR CR 3, CR2 4
!___12 CKO6BX682K CAPACITOR, FXD C17,18
~2 1 _ __ CM06FD102J03 CAPACITOR, FXD C5 
24 1 CM06FD222J03 CAPACITOR, FXD C7
2- 1 CM06FD272.J03 - CAPACITOP, FXD C10.
t26 L - -WEE-WEE-2.7 INDUCTOR, FXD L7 
271 WEE-WEE-5.6 I NDUCTOR, FXD l13
X|1 WEE-WEE-6.8 INDUCTOR, FXD L5
It | 1CMI5E270JN3 CAPACITOR, FXD C12
0 11---_ ... _ CM05FD120JN3 - CAPACITOR, FXD C3
31 | _CM05FD300JN3 _ CAPACITOR, FXD C14 
:,1) --2 -- _RN60C3921F RES, FXD R3
f7REF __i_ l~____II: .g1RN6OC8061 F j§RES, FXD R4
!j'='4 | REF CM5284,59 9-I CIRCUIT MASTER
, ,RE I130 _..-l
_ .REF I4173l04 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. /, -',- REV'
fRA1!ATOIFNA MU BOURE, A 91417 PL `:28761






I SCAL I I - - l SHEET ,,
REVt. 5-1O I~bA A~f. , , [lL~v. ti~t . .. 1
I II II I I I-I
I|AI' FOIIM 4[[I, I I E .¥. 5ti,l I
.,
-;. Il l IEP[NT PAPEF CO. CI _EAfPPRII lOO14
-i T,,, i-~ PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE ORI l''EMV cAssY L.EVEL D6E sYIZe IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
CD-23 LINE DRIVER, ARi
0 -I ....... CK06BX!OL _l.__ CAPACITOR. FXD. C?, C9, C13, C15, C19,
_C20, C21
CN0533 CAPACITOR, FXD, C16
4____CS13BF685K CAPACITOR, FXD C1 C8
'___'~ RA-2-2605-5 DC VIDEO AMP, AR2
RCRO7G166JS j RES, FXD, R?0
t -R N60C4991F J RES. FXD, R8
"S __ JRES ' , .FXDRCR07G473JS R ES FXD. R15
1* I1RCR07G511JS003F I RES, FXD. RS. R12RES, FXD, R16, R14
I
_12 I RN60C2I5OF RES FXD, R6
I - RN6C49R9F RES, FXD, R6
_1,[ 1_ RN60C61R9F RES, FXD, R7
1_RN65C56R2F RES, FXD, R2
___ I ~~VA-2,3 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP, AR3
'17 VK-200-20-4B BEAD, FERRX Ci? _ BEI Ifl j16 LI, LiI, LI 2, :
[t8 2 2066-1322 . .. CONNECTOR, j, J2 __
!19 1 3251W-1--1 04 __ RES, VAR, R13
L20 2. 251w-1-5.3 RES, VAR, R17,.R5
21 2 R 5802-2308 ' DIODE, MTCHD PR, CRi& CR3, CR2 & CR4
22 2 LF4WO60 INDUCTOR, FXD. 0.6 UH, L5, L7
23-
-
LF4WI00 INDUCTOR, FXD, 1 .0 UH, L2 J
[~2 . 1 LF4W080 INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.8 UH, L3
125 1_ ..... LF4W035 INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.35 UH, L8
J 26 2 CM15CDI70JNI CAPACITOR, FXD, C4, Cli
2'7 i'_ CM15CD181JN1 _ CAPACITOR, FXD, C6, C7, CIO
...... , K6X5 AAIO, FX, C1,C8-28 1 CM1 5CD390JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C5
?29.1 CM15CD4R7JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C3
30 2..CKO6BX561 K . CAPACITOR, FXD, C17, C18I
31 1 LF4W600 INDUCTOR, FXD, 6.0 UH, 1_4
:i~iQ2 RE . CM528459 I _ CIRCUIT MASTER
rj 3 3 RE1 .17304 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM I
WN - -._ RN60C3920F - E. FXD R3
R.~oAT, RToNN ,.LBOORPORA~E A 9 11417 PL5-.8761







-I I i - E. I/ - I 1, ,
l :ADIA'iON Ir100R itF-IATE-D




U. S. Bl.UEPRIrNT PAPER CO. CLUARPRINT 1000 V
ITEM-,' aCITY PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
Ef,_'ASSY LEVELt SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P .DESCRIPTION
~--- l- .....CD-23 LINE DRIVER DDC,AR1 
* - - _ _ _ CK06BX104K CAPACITOR, FXD C2.13.9.19.20,21,15.13
1. ~-__CN0533 CAPACITOR, FXD C16 
4 .... -__CS13BF685K _ CAPACITOR, FXD C1 ,8
. __ RA-2-2605-5 DC VIDEO AMP HARRi S, AR2 
_
RCR07G166.JS _ RES. FXD R10
*!_1___· I RCR07G392JS RES, FXD R8
, ___._ RN60C4991F _ RES., FXD R18,11
:7, 1 _ ____RCR07G473jS RES, FXD R17
10 R___ C.R07G5 11JS RES, FXD R9,12
'il 2 RN60C1003F RES, FXD R14,16
,.12 1 RN60C2150F RES, FXD R6
i3 1 I.._RN60C49R9F RES, FXD R1
I14 _I RN60C61 R9F __E S FXD R7
I _ _ _ RN65C56R2F RES, FXD R2
K 1 6 _ __ VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP,DDC,AR3 _
17 -_ 6_ _ VK-200-20-4B BEAD, FERRX CUBE L1 ,610,11,12,9
_ _2 _. 2066-1322 _ CONNECTOR AMERiCON,.! ,2
-.319 1 ____ 3251W-1-104 RES, VAR BOURNS, R13 
20 2 3251W-1-503 RES, VAR BOURNS,R5,17 J
12 FR I 5802-2308 DIODE, MTCHD PR CR1 ,CR2, HP 
j22 " -
]23 I 1ILFW035 INDUCTOR FXD 0.35 UH L4
24 1 1 1 LF4W035 INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.35 UH, L7 
25 1 ||__ LF4W030 __INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.3 UH, l.9,
26 1] - CM15CD151JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C10, 
A27 1 CM15CD560JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C4, -
828 t1 .1 _CM15CD11OJN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C6,
12 1 _ _ CKO6BX361K - CAPACITOR, FXD, C17, C1 I
,-1 1 - - LF4W025 INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.25 UH, L8
:?T7 RE CM528459-1 __ CIRCUIT MASTER
( -IRE::' 417304 . SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
-412 - RN6OC1 470F RES, FXD,R3,4 
_ 1 4 CM5CD270.JN CAP FXD C12 -__
t~ ' . CODE IDENT NO. PI, L'/Z
IZIj .I~ '4 II(CFI0 T F~l 9 1- 41 7
A ION A t91417 P 3761
AnARY or IIARI l:l[lRTYir -(I.IIOI U SouR hCALE SHEET '6i *2 | SCALE ,r ,i  8 b~~
*.. * A I f *.1 .I s| ,,V. t) GII1 /I1 C/r -.
V
Q TY PER D'G PART OR M NOMiENCLATURE OR
~ITEMI ASSY LEVEL DG PAR
'G7 SiZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
, _CID-2"'iI LINE DRIVER DDCAR1
CD-23~~ DESCRIPIN.
. 18 ___ CK06BX104K _ CAPACITOR, FXD C2,13,9,19,20921 ,15,'.
1 __ CN0533 CAPACITOR, FXD C16 _
|| 2 _ ___ CS13BF685K CAPACITOR. FXD C1,81_ : _ _ __. RA2-2605-5 D_ C VIDEO AMP HARRIS,AR2
il _ ___ RCR07G166,jS RES, FXD RO10
RCROUG392JS RES, FXD R8
' ;'~ '.> - ~ RN60C4991F RES. FXD R1 8,11
: 1 _._ L.RCR07G473JS RES, FXD RI7
]10 2 RCR07G511 JS RES, FXD R9,12
'11_ 2 _ RN60C1003F RES, FXD R14,16 
gi2 1 ____ RN60C2150F RES, FXD R6
__ I _ - -__RN60C49R9F RES, FXD R1
14 1 RN60C61R9F RES, FXD R7
I __ RN65C56R2F ._ RES, FXD R2 M1 I _ VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP,DDC,AR3 i
17 6 VK-200-20-4B BEAD, FERRX CUBE L1 6,10,11,12,9
U. S. L2066-1322 CONNECTOR ARCO ., A C02
1i8f,2 - - 1 206fi-1322 ICONNECTOR AMERICON,.J1,2 
3251W-1 -104 RES. VAR BOURNS,R13
02 | 1 3251W-1-503 RES, VAR BOURNS,R5,17
2 F R 5802-2308 DIODE, MTCHD PR CR1 ,CR2, HP
22 1 I LF4W060 INDUCTOR, FXD L2,
23 1 LF4WI00 INDUCTOR, FXD L4
1 WEE-WEE-3.3 INDUCTOR, FXD 15 _
25 1 LF4WO30 INDUCTOR, FXD L
026 1 CM15CD221JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C6
_27 2 CM15CD150JN1 CAPACITO R FXD 7 3
'!28 1 CM15CD121JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C4
29 1 CM15CD271JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD CO10
30 11 CM15CD330JN1 CAPACITOR. FXD Cl1
:1 2 _ GP375 CAPACITOR C18,17
X 1 . .......CN0568 CAPACITOR C14
i~) 11 I..I. CM15ED390J03 CAPACITOR C12
1 1
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. /3 tvt3 | REV
,HOAT:IOrIo,, ,Cfo0FoR ,OATED A: 91417 PL 528761
i5)L[~,',IIAlRY FSCiAl~ltl.%ltllCR1SRATOEL[URNFLORIDA L S EET
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1'- iO-O. 1 x I 1K
(, qg ._; :7,'
i - -s! '1 r; i - '.. I I l 
* -_ _ _ ___ _ -
M
P
NOMENCLAT URE: OR ,
DESCRIPTION "(")FC D , j. '
cA=P,,ACITOR........ ............ .. ....... ..... ,L t; .,:CAPAC10R, FXD ,1,, 10 11. 1 ., 1 _ .
__ __ _....._._ 4._.-4.__ __A 1   ' 
(CAPACIT(RhP FF) C':2, 4 1 2I f 1 W W . J D s 'Jr.'. JiX__ __ _ _--,,- I- __
r -1 -!-- m _ cl^ 1 S T cr9, l ) ci l x t r~fixl- c s; DRV Xs '5f f tf()l{\DRV-2
_ __ _ tf,,-.,sit- 'L ~ EC t TEV___ __!.T___ I - .Of ,fl/f ____._t Z_ L-- .,_I ..... _.iIT__-- _ __,: -....... __,-__ _ I- .. I,. C.''- , '-) ' _
rLL 1 _ _ ,,,C O..-.I ' TrEGRATEDQR, 1T:MI, L.. .A.:_C ' .
~~I I - - ~~~ IRA -QYO RE, DR14 ....1 ---  . .................................
RCRQG i0 l7.'-_ -ESF3§XD R31O R34
· 1 -!:b-.-P0 I II ORTRCRO7G10 IS R .ES J '/FXD r . 3
-:_!_ _ .. [.. __ _ ____I___ ....._-
__ _ t~!- '[ i~CRo7G$o.,s "__RES, FxDn_,R3,:-:,7,'.,:',______
11 1 I-- 3 RCRO7G2O4-JS RES, FXD ,R21il ;. .t i_ _ ,
t 
k~~ .? -' - a ~RCRoe G27 J2S RES, FXD R.O
!~ j_!R _ _CG331 C.. _ RESI FXD, R3 _
Xt _ ~l--! i
P
RCR' 7G2 '210E S RES, FX[, RISi]~-J! 1 1c, 1 07G -!70JS RES F R
.f 2 _ _ _ S RCR;07G:721 JS _ RES, FXD I R2 °3
i7 2 . RCRO7G.J21-JS RES FXD R?7,29
SL ~~~~~ ~~~~ _l- ! |R 2`0G I02J S _ RES, FXDR3
,11_ I~i i |RMIw oC I F | RES FXG RI,
L E IHI _| I |RNOC22140F RES, FXD Ro,R17 W<^~ ~~~~~~~I r ! I 2 |N C7e0 |o F RES, F XD R 5 R 17_
2- 9 I .R'.!$OC2941 F | |RES. FXD, R11., R 14 _L U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
241 !-- I | I[U57741393 I NTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AP HFA!RCI!LD,AR-3 U,] 1 - | I. U, F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP,FAIRCHIDAR-2
26 4 VK-200-20-4B BEAD FERRX CUBE.-1 11.6
? 1, | 1N/.OO1 DIODI RECT,CR7 --
!t I N746A IDIODECR. I
;'~9_,11 ,1 1 1 N757A DIODE CR;,
M0 14 11 1_ 1 N914 I DIODE CR, 4,, 1 8 
10j3 B I3MI XER, DOUIfLE BALANCED HIP, Al
-1 I I_ ' ' 2N3960 TRANS ISTOR l 01
;..6I_ 20,,6-1322 CONNECTORAMAER!CON, ., 2,3,4,5,6__
____03 P __T OTENTIO0METER ,Qr\LS.R35 _I
41'~ 2-12 i RELAYA DPDT TEl EL);,E.!E F1 Kc '










''I jr ~,lSY L,"V5 L1DWG I'~/'RT O,rR H NOMENCL -ATJURE OR [
, : Gi JIz : DErNTlFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION ('ODE L.''"NT 3
[I,2,.,!_L.I _ ___1;° _N. ST OR,:o Q s !1
~.t~l .. 1 _ RCP, L,,'7 Gb JRE," FXD,R15 
'~:~__ 1 .t , RC R?0 G 121.JS RES FX ,R20
:o . _ c._o _._.CM.5.D.21-103 CAPACiTOR, FXD,C9,Cq 5 '.
.o'~1 L_ _j ... . L4._.0, ,C150 _ CAPACITOR, FXDC._ 
__
._. /2_ _ LF4W%'(.".0 INDUCTOR. FXD, .FVt. 2,4 
'-) . | RCI7Q7G1.52JS RES, FX, t 19 _
>, g | ; ~ReN-_`C1 471 F ----- ES, FXD, R7 
_?~' 1_ _ _ _ . _RN'..0C2260F RES, FXD, R6
---
~
.... _ _ ....... 0 ,,C27 4 RES, FXD. R5
l~).. 2. I ._RN0C61 RF _ RES, FXDR4_16
.[.. _ _ _ _ RN0C 8451 F _ RES, FXD R 9
B :'9 ! RN6 0C; PR,6F RES, FXD,R8 I
I '_LL_ 4 _ Y36  45M- , OSCILILATOR, GREElR/,Y, Y1 I
0 I 1 1.92P47,29R . -CAPAC.ITOR, FXD C8" t
.52 11 I I 192P2192I CAPACITOR, FXD, CS
1A A _ 192P82.39R8 CAPACITOR, FXD ,C7 
304 _ . I I . RG-174,"u_ CALE, COAX EL': I1 - -LPclj,.,AoIz
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~1 _ _ RCI07G3Q1 ,S RES, FXD RI _A II4 I --- RCRO7G470OJS RES FXD R2 ___
2 11 _ _ | |RCR07G-21 JS _ FXD R -3
7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j / V... -. - . RCR07Gc;O IS RES FXD R27, 29
S8 1 I RCR20G102JS RES FXD R3 
rIi ~ 1- 1 _ I I RN'~OC1 CI~OCF RES, F-xD I 2,-2
KO> 2 2 I _L RN6.0C2 2 10F RES, FXD R6 18 
rI1 12 L -IRN60C2740F RES FXD R5 17
W 4--|_j -_| |R", ,0C29-1 F I RES XD R1 1 14 
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j -RIC_ _ ..1F _ - RFS, FXD R9
.'9 1 - J RN'0CTR? hR7F RES FXD R8
- _!]_. [R':_OC._ ? _7 F __E, R.
0 J _I__ R_, ._.c.. =70F RES, FD R7 _
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_ [~C• ,,_ jAP, ' - FXD Cl-- ,10-12 le,--.. ...
WI K K t i CSR13G.175KL _L CAPACITOR, FX4 C2:, ,'
___ JP il 1 _ w_ ,,1 026tP _ INTEGRATED CIRCUTr DUAl.. CLK DRV2 VQTROR.A-2'!_
E 1C I _ _ 11 ,,co03P _ _INT'EGRATED ' C'ERCIJIT, FlIP FLOP,,,OiOI'AO71^,
___ |]--1---_ iRA9,P INTEGPRATED C\ROJ IT, OPNI. AMP,]ARRIS, / L_ Lj
t._ ... t2__,1= I J i _ RCP,; OZO01_,S . .. _RES, FXD R10 X 
. . J _ IRCRO7G,1S ___ R-ES, FXD RiO,0 ______ isRSIX
. ..--3--|-I-Gl J RES. FXD R-. 
. 10 l ,- !__ _ _ _ _ -CRW07G 001 S = RES, F' XD R6 - 3
:' i L._jIRCRo 7G1O3 JS RES, FXD R21,34 1
.10~~~~~~~~~~~~
0R tl f C R R07G160JS RE.S FXD R36 3 -- 
'7 KI__:_._ 
__ ________. ___________ 
_ _.___ I - - -O ilRCRO7G-:'O4 JS RES, FXD R21 
- | -- [---' _4 C0f3; tEFDR 
_ _
2 h i r[:CRO CR07G270.JS RES FXD R30 
I _l._ _ |R R07G331 JS R S, FXD> R23
RCRO;1'G3911' _RES Rl __
I - P- ~RCRO/G,79..IS RES, FXD R2
6 12 J J JRCR07G621JS RES, FXD R28,.33
7 9 1-_I RCRO7G820_JS RES, FXD R27, 29
I. 1 I RCR2OG102JS RES, FXD R3
IRNQOClOOOF RES FXr R12
) J~2 44 | RN60C100OF RES, FXD R61 13.
- -2 -_ i!iZyL\6 F __ RES, FXD R5,17
''.2 |RN0C2941F RES, FXD R11 1
y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....=,L_ X I'II .:_ - 1USB774.13 _'V ±J ___q_ 4 . _._,__ _.,__.__.___.__.__--_ _--___--- ___-.if{/_t_4~u5 | 7 |U7393 9 INTFGRATFD CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP FAIRC-HILD AR3
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.--- ... .. - - - -" --- ...
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w-, _-r- _ ____________ ____-
lo IL I RN$.OD2 2OFM. _ _ RES, FXD RS
_1. :1 , - - WEE-WEE-I.5 INDUCTOR, FXD, NYTRON.ICS, L7 V7 ______ ._ .______________ _ I
5 l2 I -lI Y367 66,25MHz ____ OSCILLATOR, GREENWAY, Y1 
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LJ;,1 5 H _ I ' I 0( 1 K CAPACITOR. ,XD Cl-2,10-12,14,lC6:2, ,:
3 C. _ Si .'. :'IG75KL CAPACITOR, FD- C3.".., 13 
. 1 ____ MC1 02,P It_ iQT-GRATED C!CUIJT, DIIAL ClK DRV,')MO(CTAROl A,-2 I
"~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.I MCI __C0?Ap_ I NITEFGRATED C RC.UIT, FiP FL.OP, MOC..A 1 _ 
-RA-29_R'09 __ INTECATED CQICUT.OL AMP,HARRS.AR1
t _L -- -rC.RQ~1 A _s _ RES, FXD RIO
.2 .- CR 7GlO2 ...S RES, FXD 2 ,
"- _RCRNG103IS S _ . RES, FXD R'.6,22,14,13
2 RC 1 _ | R071 31 i S_. RES, FX[) R",' tI'w-~~~~_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
f3 I _RCR07G160.,S RES, FXD 1__'_ - _ __i'
17 1R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __CRO_7G2QJS RES, FXD R21 .
1-? i2 1 . ...... RCR07G21.'JS RES, FXD R30
-1f3 1 RCR07G3.)1 IS RES FXD, R23t
RO7  1 O.  _ ,  1 -
E . I . . ... _RCR07G470JS RES, FXD R23
13 2 RCR07G331 JS RES, FXD . R23 __
l 1 RCR07G470.JS RES, FXD _ R2, .[•.•.. 2 __RCR7G62102JS RES, FXD R28,33[2i .2- RCRO7GS20J __RES, . . . .. 7, 29 
i18! IRCR2OG102JS .. _RE SFX D R3 -
!Q- 19.1 RN60C1000F . RES ,FXD R12 
- -|| | + RN.OC2210F _ RES, FXD R6,18
: r§2 | |I I RN`0C2740F 
_. RES, FXD R5, 17
: 2I RN,-"0C29 41F RES, FXD RI ,14-- , -, ; I____I__.__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 
_ I,,., ,. , t--- 
-- -
.;- -1 t IaU.i B7741393 - INTEGRATED CiRCUIT, OPNL AMP, FARC.II, DAR3
2:31< _ .... U5F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, D UALCOMPFARC'-LDAR2 -
26 4 I III-VK-200-20--4B BEAD, FERRX CULBE 11 9,11,6
, H , § I , F _ , , , , t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ,,
rJ7- 1L -II I 1N4001 DIODE, RECT CR7 iI-iIT t - 1L 1 _,_ C_
2.-; W1 1N7 .1N6A DIODE CR1. 
.' 1 1 1 1 1 11N757A D! ODE CR .%
320 4 1 N914 DIODE CR1,3.48 4 
"I 1. 1053`4B I MLXF.PDOIIBLE BALANCED HP, A1 
rs~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. - - II- I-r- 
I 2||| IN 0 !- - TRA N.ISISTOR Q
,~.6, - -} -: 6 2066--1322 
____
16 1 1 1 1 1  1 CONINECTOR A/\MERiCONj1-.J6 1
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,_1 .. RCR20G1 21JS RESF FXD R20 '-
'S;92 _ __ CK 15BR10M CAPACITOI', F:,YD C7
'O 1 ____RCR 07G91O 0.!S FXD R19 -
RNK__F0C2'1 I F X'D 
___ -
· 1 _ 2 : , 6!0C-OC22 1 F _ RES, FXD R5 
2i i t$l ?c ')_'I _ R OC51 Rl F _ CRES. FXD R542_ .I _:___ T__
~
___ __-____,._1
"4  L j -- N..!C R1F . ..RE .  ____________
,,:4, L. 1 - l\!RN600511 F RES, FXD .. .R9
: 45 1 1 __:- 'OC8o(R6F . .. ' , FXD R8
6 1 - _ -. _ _ RN':OC866OF . = ' ,FXD R7
4~ . . . . . . . . . _ _
'~._ _-_2 _ W\EE-WEE-2.2 INDUCTOR, FXD, NYTRONCS,L2,4 
438& 1 ___>WEE-WEE-3.:_ 
_. _ INDHCTOR, FXD -J"'TR (R h' !C S i 7{ 1 1 _ ___  7 68.D 5 M _ OSCILLA1-OR, G REE iNWAY, Yl
G. o. 1 J - ' 192P27039R' CAPACTOR, FXD C6
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R15
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IF=-'T~' ....... -:r---' -r.-= -- ........ --=-==......--- , . . -......... .... ':=....... -=___-i
_ I5a1 -/ _CI.__ (K%:..'BX,1 '1K _ _ CAPACITOR. FXD C1-' 0-.12, 1 1A-99. _
! 3 J _ _ __ C S R13Gi75K-L 75CAPACITOP. FXD C23 ,+.1,
;3_ 1__ . ... _M 1 02P__ INTEGRATIl_-D C!iC.IT,. DI IAL C K..;'_DR,,_,O' .:.72
-x_--1 _-__ MC1 O3?.::r _JI..L.~EDPJ~,LII,_D LJ"P r .t.,.©C)',O ' A Zi1 
r ) RA-29109 ___INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL _AP HRR$.ARI.
6~/ 1 _ ; RC.1O07G1') JS RES. FXD RIO
_j__
~
= __ _. __RC,'O7G102JS __ IRS FXD _ R32
~r4 ' __ RCR7n GI 03 JS RES. FXD R26,22,24,13
]1~ F~CR,7G1'1 JS _ RES_ FXD R31 ,34
it 3 ._ _._ RCE G1S FR _ XD R36 - 38 
lij~ 11 1 1RCI'07G204.JS RES FXD R21
p;)fl 0~RCLQ L1~ ?___ R1_RES . R1QXD RrQ1_
13 .____ __.__ --
___RCR07G391 JS RES, FXD R1 
15_ _ _ _ RCRO7G470 JS RES. F XD R2 !
_ ___ RCR07G621.JS RESF__ FXD R28,?3 3
17 2 .- - RCRO7GS20 JS RES FXD R27,29
IL8. L 
- RCR20G102JS RESS, FXD R3
.-- 9 -- ____i _
|....... ....... 
__ .______ !
~20 12 I _.RN60C2210F RES, FXD R6,18
321 12 L2 RNI',0C27.'OF | RES, FXD R5,17 
22 2LI R'F:0C2941F RES FXD RI 1,14 
2 "L .2 . 1,!R'6OC61RgF L RES, FXD R4,16 )
24 1 U57,7741393 INTEGRATED CIRCIT, OPNL AMP,FAIRCHIlD,AR3 
.1 I L| 5F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COM FAIRCHI LD.AR2 I
.26 4 VK-200-20-4B BEAD, FERRX CUBE L1, r9,11,6 
F27 1.l ! /1N 001 "'0 DIODE, RECT CR7
18 1 I N757A DIODE CR6 
i29 . . I iN746A _ M O DI DE CR2 .
'3L0 _ I 112L4 4 I DIODE CR3.4.1.8
- -WI - - - - |1053 4B _12 |tJBLE BALANCED,HP, Al
;i<__ 2i:'6,0o TRANS STOR 01 _ ' 
61 2066-1 322 CON-ECTO RAME3.RICONJJ.IŽ _ , _, _I
_ 1__ 3252X--1 103 1 POTEIrITI OtMAETE:R. POFURx, S, R5 __ 
--- =''"12 | . ....1 2-12- . _ REIA.,'', DD) TT FI EDM. _..1 ?2_ 2_·
I FlI,,4'k 6_l"~i, pTlVt% N O -P ~ Ar.-.
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1 ' ---- 7_ ._. .._. , __ C___,_ = _ _ __ _.
, ' ....................
~2C 1N- I- --- A - .1-
=~2 _____ CN15ED101 N3 I C.AP, [:>([ _ C9,15.__. f 8,!. 1 _ _ l?;:.R10 -9R _8 CAP, FXD) C5s__
. _ _ ___1 ..... -~""' .. o '',-, 
192P:- I?.R . CAP, FXD C 6
fi- -i.F__ _ LFW08'0 ___ I NDUCTOR, FXD IFD, ' 5
-_ _ -iF:A,0,NO0 __1 DI__CTOMR. FXD JFD L7 -
>7-~~~~ 
________________________________.____
[.1- -,.-------- -- -,-- , ----,---
.l'_ _ ........................ .. _-46, 1 _ ___RN60C6041 F RES, FX R9
E71 ¥3 _Y367 52 M\HZ OSCILLATOR, GREENWA', Y1j
.i 30 FT RG- 74/U CABL.E, COAX
4 ~ - . .. 
9 RPE - Ci L,28460 - , CIRCUIT MASTER
0 RE:_ _ 417305 SCHEMATiC DIAGRAM
l1 1 RCR0O7G512JS RES FXD COMAP,R15
~2 1 - RN60C1000F RES, FXDR 12
i¢. 1 I I 2N2904 TRANSISTOR Q'i 
.__, , . . RCR20G121JS RES. FXD,. COMP. P,[0 
.,5 . II RCR07G183.IS RES, COMP, R23 
~~;6 11 ... I I RCR07G112JS R ES, COMP R19 
I7 - 1921 P4729R8 CAP,FXD C8 S 
2:; _||1 192P2029R8 CAP FXD,C7 .s-,
'9 1_ IRN60C5360F RES, FXD ,R8 
11 | I I I RN60C1070F RES,FXD,RT
B I.I i.I.I.I .I.....
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________..... .... 
... 
... ....... : .B~ _ V _____,__C K CSRXI3G'7 CAPACITOI, FXD C1 -, 4,16 '"_24
-S,:,CR IG 4 7.l5.K I CAPAC!TO\,FID C 4 1 ,3
MCI 026P I NTEGRATE, CIRCUIT DUAL CLK DRV, 0.K)T0RO,-UA .Z2
:. ICLAL.~ 1LIEQR!fiLUR~IA)IL.IIUK~liQQ ! AqRo!.A I
% A .? '____ INTEGRATED CIRCUIT- OFPL AMP, HARR A
-- j RCROYGOJS __ RES FXD Rio _____
I RCRO'G1O2JS REs FXD R32
4 V I RCRO7G10.JS R t FXD R26,22,14,13
j? 2 R C R, 7RCRO7G1I.JS RES, FXD R3 ,34
I .1 RCR07GI&6O.JS __ RES. FXD R36 -8 3,
jiI U 1 .1 ;RCROG202:._S RES FXD R21
i21 j RCRO7G271JS RES, FXD R30
I ~ - RCR07G391iJS __RES, FXD Rl
: '1 RCR.7G..OJS RES, FXD R2 l
I RCR0.7G621 JS RES, FXD R28,33
1-7 2 RCR,,O7G420JS RES,
.1 I .RCR2O0G1i02.S RES/ FXD R3
1 9 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0•-._0_t}.•': :-i- R!60C2210F RES, FXD R6,18
~21 '2L_~ P, N60C2740F RESFXD R5,17
~2 2. RI\.:___,R0C2.741 F I RES FXD RI 1, 14
:J23 J2 ..... RN60C61R9F RES, FXD R4,16 _
2 .15B7741393 INTEGRATED C!RCUIT, OPNL AM? FAMRCnIILDAR3
I- : ] I Ul 5F771 1393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP, FAIRCHILD, AR?
/ l VK-200-20-4B BEAD, FERRX CUBE 1 9,11 6 
:lI N '(001 DIODE. RECT CR7
28 1 N11",4371 DIODE CR6
~ 29 1 IN757A . DIODE CR2
0 4 - N1914 . DIODE CR1 ,3, 4. 8
j~L__ j I ' _1053',! M! _XERlDi.OUJBLE BALANCED___iP, Al
'.,~ 1 2N3960 TRANSISTOR Q1
6 4/2066-1322 CONNECfRAMERICO N ji-16 - i__
I .1 - 3252X-1 -103 POTENTI OVET'E OLRNS. R: ___
12..i:-- --]2~ -REUi,',-,DPDTTF L'-ED-Y (' 2 l
RADIATIONl' IN'C-C)FF'C)ORAT£D0
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kr-- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~. ,_ ., , 
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;>I)r w o1. 1-W035 INDUCOTR, FXD J FD, , l- -
t: . _____..... ... _
!'$0 __RE _ ... _ _ _m..c - .. CC ._ASE
1.___ __ -_ . 417_ 0 _ ..-.. . .
LI..-- -Y367L 43MH  < .-1 CLLATOCR, GRE NWAYY1-
2 !7"] .- RCR 1092P5639R8 CAP, FXD C5
192°P1839R8 CAP, FXD C6
.'IQ 1FT RG-174/U CABLE, COAX
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . _] 
,O REL ' _-__ C I 529c,1,60 - I C JRCUT MASTER
1 REl P, 7 I-)' l7305 SCI-IEMATIC DIAGRAM
52 1 + _ _ RCR07G512JS SX D, CO NV Rl j 5
i5 3 !} I* _ _ N ocl__  O _ _ RES, FXD, R12 2
54 1_ _ _ 21N12904 -_ RA N SIS T OR.QC)1 -
55 |1 ||RCR2G21 JS RES FXD COMP, R2O
,5 6 --1 3 | RCR07G?05.1 5 RE SF XD C 0 MP R 2 3 
$7 I1 RCR07G183JS _ RESFXDCOMPR19 
0~~~58 |_1 ||_192P3329R8 CAP,FXD,C8 , ,
159 1I RN6OC7870F RES, FXD, R8
I.... .... . .. IT
n 1 r 1- - - ----
U 1 C l.. . ... , , , 
I- :1 i f_________I__I_____j
u t 1 1 ............. , ... ...... j
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i l {I _ i__ JMCI034P INTEC'.I'ED C(RCI!TL rFl" FLO O1 ( t', A. .l 
1 -__,.-'; '0 ? I NTEGRAT ED CI!RCUIT. (' \AfP, HIARRi'; / ,1 . __ 
~" _q -_ _ __ RC0G.iS.... - ,...... '....'-''...... FX:R?-" 
I,' jli~i - I- RCRO/G101.1S RES FXD RIO
':.'% RC  P, J 7G 1 02.iS RES, FXD R32, 13
eW_4 4 - _ RCRO7G1(OJS RES, FXD R22,2.',26,13
12 1 _ .. _ RCRO,7G" 31 .S RES FXD R31,.4 ,%
, _I _ _ _RCR GlOS RE, FXD R36,37, I
a _ -_ _ RCR07G20-.JS .. , _ RES, FXD R21
-HitL _ RCR07G271 IS ' RES, FXD R30 I[
'.t 1 . e _ _ ..... __,_ ,...__ .... _.___. _ _.,_.
s4._ I l _ _ RCR()G47OJS ._ RES, FXD R2
0 _2 _ _ _R0C 7 621 J - RES, FXD _R28.? . '.2:
I1 I2 RCRO7GS20JS RES, FXD R27,29
:3 ! ! RCR;OG10O2JS RES, FXD R3 ·
1 I RN6OC1 OOOF RES. FXD R12
-- -- TI t I -_--- -- L | I RI\!OC2210F RES., FXD R6,1'
;21 -| -2 | RlQC.'".Z74Q. . RF.S FXD RS,17
1:2. ~ I -II RNC60C2941F ' RES, FXD R11 14
1.', , ,; ,, o~.-: I . , , . . ......'9 12 R[.-60C6FVF RES, FXD R4,1S
W')/ I -!  - -- 17741393 I NTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL/\MPFA!RCV2LD.AR3
:1'..+11 L .||| IU5F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP,FA!RCH'ID,/,AR2
i26 4 VK-200-20--4B BEAD, FERRX CUBE L1,6,,.,11 _
1LI I W.N,001 DIODE, RECT CR7 -
11I28 [i I N746SA DIODE CR2
9%. 11 I IN757A DIODE CR6i0 4 -1;I I 1N914 - DIODE CR1 ,, 4, 8
$ ~~~I I I I I'9 4 _s ..\1 11 -I I I I 053,,B MIXER, rOUBLE PALANCED, 1JP__A__
.:Q ' : I 1 1_ 1 1 O , l[ i- -- . ......
_$.:~~ - 12N 3960 TRANSI SR 01_
6 | - _ | _ 120&'6-1322 CONNECTORAMERICONI 11 i- J6
l3;,2X-1 -103 POTENTI ON,,ETER ,R OUR'.! S R3;
i 2- 1412--12 ELAY, PDFI FDYMI jjF  '2l
UI
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CAPACI IO, FXD C7,8
RES, FXD R19t -- - t- - - - -1 -
fl ~ 1 _ RN6OC4,531F RES, FXD R9
K11 I __RN60C7370F - RES, FXD R7 _
_11 -- '_ _RN60C7 _R7F RES, FXD R8
4 _ ___ 192P12292 CAPAC'ITOO FXD C9, 15
jj 2_ LF4WNO12 _ INDUCTOR 1.2,4, JFD
.7.. LF4W0_0 I ND UCTOR 1_7, J FD
4~ 1 Y-367 56.5MHZ OS CILLATO  _P.EENWAY, Y1.
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APPLiCATiON
i-~~~~__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ,- ---=,
I TY PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
'~IE~ ASYLEELSIE DENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
' < -_,_ TC-200-B-104-Z-M-50 CAPACITOR C17, 14,18,7 10, 11, 4,1 AMER 'EC, CERA.
CK06BX104K CAP, FXD, CER,C3,2,8,5,6,9,15,21,13A6,23,20,19 27
3 1 _ ____ CM15FD201 J03 CAP, FXD. MICA ,C22 __
L4 3 CSR13G475M CAP, FXD, TANT, C25,24,29
5 1 K5-0001-00-3B BEAD FERRX CUBE, L1 - L18, l20
, . 3 MC1O 026P _ IC DL CLCK DRVR,MOTOROl.A,,Z4,.1,5 
_
3 MC1034P IC D FLIP FLOP,Z2,3,6
; 6 MMT3960A TRANSISTOR Q9,10,5,6,1, 2
I RCR07Goo100JS RES, FXD, COMP,R54
IGC 2 RCR07G1 01JS RES, FXD, COMP, R32,19
1! 2 J _____ RCRO7G1O2JS RES, FXD. COMP R44 45
12 2 _ RCR07G 31 JS RES, FXD, COMP ,R49,51
|113 2 RCRO7G182JS RES, FXD, COMP,R43,58
14 3 RCRO7G200JS _ RES, FXD, COMP. R4,14,27
is 2_ RCR07G202JS RES, FXD. COMP, R20,33
16 2 RCR07G272JS RES, FXD, COMP, R30,17
'{'1 4 RCRO7G621JS RES, FXD, COMP, R48,53,46,47
R 1* 1 ~ RCRO7G681JS RES, FXD, COMP R40
2_ RCRO7G°20JS RES, FXD, COMP, R50,52
d20 1- RCR20G5I0JS RES, FXD, COMP, R11n~~~~~~~~
6 - RCO7GF5R1J RES, FXD, COMP, R25,26,12,13,2,3,
22 2 2 RG174/U CABLE COAX,
UK 1 - - RN60CI001 F _ RES, FXD, FILM, R41
,24 3 RN60C1401F RES, FXD, FILM. R15,5,28
25 131 RN60C4641F RES, FXD FILM, R.29,16,6 
262 RN60C51RF RES, FXD, FILM, RI , R55A
27 5 RN60C6810OF RES, FXD, FILM, R35,38,23,56,9
02P _ 5 - - - RN6OC82R5F |_ RES, FXD, FILM, R34,39,24,57,10 _
6 _6 RN65C9090F |_ RES, FXD, FILM, R21,22,37,36,8,7 
U30 i _ __ 1 U5R7723393 IC REG UA723C, FAIRCHILD, Z7 
31 2 _ VK-200-20-4B _ BEAD FERRX CUBE,L19,21 
2 ___ I1N4001 DIODE, CR7,8 
4. 6 2N4261 TRANSISTOR, P.NP, QII,12,7,8,3,4
6 . 2066-1322 CONNECTOR, AMERICON, J1,2,3,4,5,6
-l - I - - - 0
I 1(7
:,I$DA~ I ~R,'.IIRYI Cf)T~ORAflOtI I/ 0tLBOUNEo FLORIDA
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. j -: r . I . · : .i; ' " ' . -......
'~i QTEJo'Y PER G. P 1TEM ASSY LEVEL DWG.| PART OR M NNOMENCLATURE OR
- 2 3 4 5 SiZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
*i _. _ _ _ __ CD-23 IC OP AMP, DDC4.3 _ ____ CK06BX104K CAP, FXD, CERC3,2,6
41 ____ CMI 5C1 00JO3 CAP. FXD. MICA, C1 . .
5 2 _ CSR1 3G475KL CAP, FXD, TANT C5, 4.
LK6 1 _____ RN60C1500F RES, FXD, FILM, R3
1 _RN60C301OF c oRES, FXD, FILM, RI 
RN60C75ROF RES, FXD, FILM, R2 ......
_ 2 ____VK-200-20-4.B BEAD FERRX CUBE L1I 2 i
__jl G' 1105343 DBL BAL MIXER HP, A1 
n1 3 
-_ __ 2066-1322 CONNECTOR, AMERiCON, J1,2,3
:_2_.._ _ -- 3252X-1-503 POT, BOURNS, R4 
!13 1 RCR07G510JS RES, FXD, COMP, R5 i
4, :Z EF- _CM528765-' .- CIRCUIT MASTER 
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.2 -:ff
It APPLICATION REVSIONS
O' ~ 3]XT ASSY | USED ON LT| DESCRIPTION !DATE AP.ROVED
,; Gi I 6i12795 1 6803-2002 I CHG BY |CHK BY | ECO NO.
E~ 3r,}'Is .U
9 R vIS1cl tIL SHEET1 T 2
INDEX jRE
iUNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CONTRACT NO. A ;
DIMENSiONS ARE IN INCHES 
9";'NND INCLUDE APPLIED FINISH ... By K BY
TODLERANCES .ay5/28/711 SUBSIDIARY OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORPORATION, MELBOURNE, FLORIDA
2 PLACE 3 PLACE ANGLES ENGINEER TITLE
0_ PR9JECT EGINEERa. PARTS LIST
I B i .<- / . , <,-. /cai~i; MAGNITUDE DETECTOR ASSY
APPROVAL DE IDENT No.
AP~OVAL - IA 391417 PL 61 2920






ih U. S. ". - P.I.T PAS CO. , Cs EAR.1., 100oH
I 1!
IwffJ.
5^ ~~- .. a - w QTY PER MC PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
ITEM J,.ASSY LEVEL I NO
3 4 A S17.EPIDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION
. 1?I 1 RC07GF5RR1F RES, FXD, R5,R6, X 6 _
i'l l8 RC07GF2R/J RES, FXD, R16,R19,R20, R23,R26,R27,R28,R29 .
, I~~ ____ RCRO7G680JS . RES. FXD, R25
4- 1 i RCRO7.. 221 J S _ RES. FXD, R22
_ _ - ~~ RCR07G621 JS RES. FXD, RI5,R~I7,Rl8.R2IR24.R30,R31lR32
ii__.12 _ RN60C2871F -_. E R2,R4 X 6
7tL 6 1 RN60CI001F RES, FXD, R8 X 6
6 _ . _ _RN60C82R5J RES, FXD,R9 X 6
9 12 _ RN60C2491F RES, FXD, Rll, R13 X 6.i/0 6_ ____ RN60Cl621F RES FXD, R14 X 6 
itl11 6_ RN65C6980F RES, FXD, R12 X 6
g12 6 .RN65C-17381F RES, FXD, R10 X6 
13 .
14 23 _- _ ' CKO6BX104K CAP, FXD,C1 X6,C2 X 6,C4 X 6,C6,C7,C8,C9,C1 O
- ATC-200-B-104-2 - -5DCAP, 0. 1 UF, C3 X 6 AMER TECH CERAMICS 
16 3 'CS1.3BS4-75K CAP, FXD, C5,CIl,C12 -
17 19 - VK-200-20-4B BEAD,L1A,L4ABCEFG,45ABCEFG,L6,L9,10,211,1 3.
~18
E2 -
6 I I K 5-0001 -00-3 B2066-13225082--2308 BEAD, LI BCEFG. L3ABCEFG,L2ABCEFG, L8 FERROXCUBECONNECTOR,J1,J2,AMERICONDIODE MTCHFD PR (pRl -Cr' I4P
21 24 2N3960 TRANS!STORQ2,Q3,Q4, Q5 X 6 _
' 22 _ MD3251A TRANSISTOR,Q1 X 6
?23 -6 MC1026P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL CLK DR,Z1,2,3,6,7,; Motor-
i 24 2 |. MC1034P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, D FLIP-FLOP,Z4,5 MOTORO;A _
25 6 
- RN60C5491F RES, FXD,R3 X 6 
_ ,..26 11 1 11RN60C1001 F RES  FXD,R7A
j 27 1 ||||| 3252W-1-501 RES VAR,R7A-
S28 REI CM612919-- l CIRCUIT MASTER 
29 RE 417309 , SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
3.0 6 RN60D53R6F . RES, FXD, R7B, C,D,E,F,G 
_ 3t _1 1 lIIIl PRN60C1022F RES, FXD,R1 I
!_ I I 1- 1 I I _,_,. .. _. _.- -A 2 1 I l RNR60C9000FM RES, FXD,FROM R14to GND
.23 I 11 11 LF4W200 BEAD,L7 .2UH, JFD 
I.
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U. S. BLUE P.IMT PAPER CO. CLKArRtIHT 1OONH __Vi
APPLICATION REVISIONS _
DA-HI NEXT ASSY USED ON LTR DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
G i_ 124266 6754 |CHG YCHK BY -ECO NO..
6803-2002
, REVISION 2 SHE6T 1|23 456I 7 |8 9 i+
_INDEX REV= _
.@JNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
:- 7 --INCLUDE APPLIED FINISH
'::i~ TOLERANCES
. PLACE 3 PLACE ANGLES
~.~il~ _+ ~ + + ..-
CONTRACT NO.




- I -.- /,:, / '~ /_
APPROVAL
FSIDIARY OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORP ORATION, MELBOURNE, FLORD




SIZE CODE IDENT NO. 
A I91417 REPL 612795











R M P. lrl2 4% Rot
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s tIt'l Wl, P,*CA Co c1tlP 11 CV
NOTES:
'US D VENDOR ITEM - SEE SOURCE CONTROL OR SF
DRAWING.
I FOUR MEASURED FREQUENCIES OF MODULE 
612795G1 ASSY.
528535G1 - 25 MB/SEC
528535G2 - 15 MB/SEC
52853503 - 3.75 MB/SEC
528535G4- 1.5 MB/SEC
JX~ ~ THE FOLLOWING MEASURED FREQUENCIES O
~..;
BE SUPPLIED WITH 612795G2 ASSY.
528535G5- 18 MB/SEC
528535G6 - 27 MB/SEC
528535G7 - 13.5 MB/SEC
CODE iDENT NO. .- VE
56289 SP
!i{~ ~ 03797 EL
83330 H.
j|~~ ~ 39428 .. M
75042 I R
igt~j ~ 71590 CE
49556 RA






SIZE CODE IDENT NO.dL ,, J; Afr r i1 41it7l' IPlArl IRr11014, [L0 POURI;' tRiA I N  '1 
SCALE 7
PEC!FCATION CONTROL
ASSY A1 ARE SUPPlIED WITH















































U S. ,LU'.PRINT PAPER CO, CLFAnPRINT IOOOl,
Y PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
JI EIM ASSY LEVEL
S17E IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION Cf.D.DET 
.~.'J612794G_ CHASSIS. MODIFICATIONISIZE
MODULE ASSY, Al
131 __ o28_,30GI BRACKET, POWER SUPPLY




7..1 4.17130-1 GUIDE, MODULE
96P10594T13 CAP, 1.0 UF, 400 VDC, Cl 56289
528766G1 MIXER CARD ASSY, A2
_0 I 528763G. CODE & LEVEL CONVERTER ASSY, A4
1 1 528764G1 DECISION UNIT ASSY, A3
1112 1 83054E SWITCH TOGGLE, SPST, S1, ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN
ELEC
. 104290-001 1 SWITCH TOGGLE, SPDT, S2
i 14 1 ... _ CR04-RCS-N!.23 LAMP, CARTRIDGE, XDS1 03797
i104216-001 1 CLIP, SPRING TENSION
16 106211-011 1 SPACER, HEX
.... 920-0119 BEARING, PANEL 83330
2 6443J UNIVERSAL JOINT 39428 -i]19 1 7300 POTENTIOMETER, IK, RI 75042
____ 1 .PA6001 SWITCH, ROTARY, S3 71590
21 2 .70-4-2G KNOB, POINTER 49956
-22 . ... ISW-20 ISWTCH, COAX, S4 23042
1~ 23 1 P202-33 OSC, VCO, 70 MHZ, Y1 16681
24 1 HP60155C POWER SUPPLY, PS1 09182
25 1 LCD-4-13 PON ER SUPPLY, PS2 80103
[26 1 LM-OV-1 OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTOR 80103
I____ 1S5T682YS 
____ FAN, Bi 82877
23 9 UG911A/U 
_ ' CONN, COAX, J2THRU .iC,
4 .1031117-017 1 SPACER, SLEEVE
30 1 - -- - - 101979-064 1 CONN, AC, J
~~~~~~~~~. CANN.AC, ----- J1-- _ 
MS35650-304 NUT, HEX. NO 10
16He'j I MS35338-138 
_ WASHER, LOCK, NO 10
MS15795-808 WASHER, FLAT, NO 10
I10 MS35338-137 WASHER LOCK NO 8
SI[E CO. D;UL !D:NT NO.
FiRADIlA"1"c INONF~AT8D A 914175'I()SIDIAR(¥ OF 11AR141, IrRTYrP CORPORATION, ?,ELBOURNIE. FLORIDA




- I ___ I
I I/- I t I Ij I
f
U , S. OLUO P~7,ONT P'APER
QTTY PER I DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
GI SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION co
'ia 10 I MS15795-807 WASHER, FLAT, NO 8
MS35649-264 NUT, HEX, NO 6
MS35338-136 WASHER, LOCK, NO 6
3 1-8 - ' MS15795-806 WASHER. FLAT, NO 6
.54 -. MS35338-135 WASHER, LOCK, NO 4
0 .54 - ._t - MS15795-804 WASHER, FLAT, NO 4
__ MS35649-244 . NUT, HEX, NO 4
~42!10 -. .MS51958-63 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 10
•:J3. 4 j MS51958-62 . SCR MACH PNH, N 10
-1-4 - - - - MS51957-48 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 8
45 4 MS51957-46 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 8
146 4 MS51957-30 SCR, MACH, PNHr NO 6
A, 10 4 MS51957-31 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 6
RET ~~613573 _ WIRING DIAGRAM
4.9 1 J 011-0069-01 ATTENUATOR, ATI 80009
048 MS51957-1O SCR, MACH PNH, NO 4
51 2 MS51957-43 SCR, MACH PNH, NO 8
r52 I 307166-2 SHAFT, REMOTE
53 1 1528547-1 BRACKET, COMPONENT
'~.54 1 2013.2-2 FINGER GUARD 82877
104886-001 1 FUSEHOLDER, XF1
56 1 - 7-80177-1 _ CQNN, RCPT, .J11 .74863
~ 1 17-80003-1 CONN, RCPT, J12 74868
!58 REF 528546 DRAWING TREE
~59 10 " 17-1130-01 CONTACT SOCKET 74868
60 1 i! H492-3 DIAL, KNOBLOCK 80n294
617 !i17-763-02 CONTACT, SOCKET 74868
2 26 .. 2037-5006 CONN 26805
~~63 A RG-174/U ~~ CABLE, CCAX, MIL-C-17
64 2 MS51957-17 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 4]65 8 MS51957-16 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 4
'~.~.6 AR TYPE E22, WHT WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W-16878
'7c' 5 ! 31-315 CONN, BNC, STRAIGHT 74868 i
33275 CONN, BNC, 90 ° 7-8
69' 19 j 31-759 SHIELD, GROUNDING LUG 74868
D IDIARY OF I IU4C[qlIYPE CORPORATION, MELDOURN[, FLORIDA
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'
- :U ;~%'? ~/.~A~' ~;~.~' ~ ~'-~'~-..~2~= .~:~ ;~ "~, '~,~' ~ ........ ~..'~j ~L~ ~L~M~."~.~-Z~=-~-.t~.~-~ ~,~
I --- -- "' , -.
PAPER CO. CLEARPRINT IOOOH
QTY PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR -
ITiC-AY LEVEL SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE DENhD
t77ii_ _ - MS35490-27 GROMMET _
17258S CORD, AC, 9 FT 70903_
73 1 38TB10 TERMINAL BOARD M!L.-T-55164/1
.. 74 1 104370-010 1 STRIP MARKER
,'5 14 MS51957-19 SCR MACH r PNH1 NO 4
,_ _I _ _ _2V1 __ ____________________ ____f ' A R _ _ _ _ E22 VIO WIRE,ELECT, STRID, MIL-W-16878/4
7, 7AR__ E22 RED WIRE, ELEC. STRD, MIL-W-16878/4
: 78_AR_ _ _ E22 YEL. WIRE,ELEC,STRD, M!L-W-16878/4
19 A E18 BLK W RE,ELEC,STRD, MIL-W-i16878/4
_. 0 A I E18 WHT WIREELECSTRD, MIL-W-16878/4
81 IA E16 BLK _ WIRE,ELEC,STRD, MIL-W-16878/4
3 82 A E16 WHT _ WIRE,ELEC,STRD,MIL-W-16878/4
-. A - E16,VIO WIRE, ELEC,STRDMIL-W-16878/4
84 AR E16 RED WIRE,ELEC-,STRD,MIL-W--16878/4
j85 1 E ! 529660 BLOCK DIAGRAM
8 I I_ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ __I_ _
II _a~~~~i I i i I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_. ..
FJ I I I· 1 
I I - I
H--- II I _______
1, ,,;"1 1 ..-
_ - ___5'--___-
I FRALWA N INr.T>
SUSIDIARY 1' lIARR IRIT' 11RTYPE :CIRP0'iA:IION, MAf. BOURlifE rLOR10A






















SCALE I /..~ [SH EET 6 ..
*s ~ r j . . f --: . t l t la oj 8 ; - E - i - = v < < t; 2-D . . ' -;* l: - .4- . A . ' .I i: ' . -
U. U, |3LI)'PRINT PPR' Co.0, CLEARPRINT IOOOH
r i "QTY PER












DESCRIPTION CODE IDE-NT-CODE IDENIT
CHASSIS. MODIFICATION
A21 - ----- MODULE ASSY, A1
3 1 528530G1 BRACKET, POWER SUPPLY
I 4 1 528533-1 BRACKET
:5 1 528534-1 BRACKET
1-'-'_ ___ 307166-1 SHAFT, REMOTE
i ... 1 ____ 417130-1 GUIDE, MODULE
~8 96P10594T13 CAP. 1 .0 UF. 400 VDC. C1 - 22829
: ~ I r~528766G1 MIXER CARD ASSY, A2
J _ _ _ _ _ _..._ _ _ _ _
10 529254G1 OUTPUT ASSY.A4_
11 1 ---528764G1 DECISION UNIT ASSY, A3
__ 1 83054E SWITCH, TOGGLE, SPST, S1 ARROW-H.ART & HEGEMNAN
_______ __ . .ELEC
i13 1 104290-001 SWITCH, TOGGLE, SPDT, S2
14 1 CR04-RCS-N123 LAMP, CARTRIDGE. XDS1 0379-'
.: 15 1 .. '104216-001 1 CLIP, SPRING TENSION
16 16 106211-011 1 SPACER, HEX
1 1 920-0119 BEARING, PANEL :3330
-d18 2 664,13J UNIVERSAL JOINT 9' 428f19 1 7300 POTENTIOMETER. 1K, RIl 75042
20 1 PA6001 SWITCH, ROTARY, S3 . 71 75'0
21 2 70-4-2G KNOB, POINTER 4-
22 1 . SW-20 SWITCH, COAX, S4 ':.o,,
',1 1 P202-33 OSC, VCO, 70 MHZ Y1 16681 
24 1 ___ HP60155C POWER SUPPLY, PS1 091 F
2 5 1 LCD-4-13 POWER SUPPLY, PS2 80103 
26 1 LM-0V-1 OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTOR 8010 ~
[27 1 ST682YS FAN, B1 8287 7
28 9 UG911A/U CONN, COAX, J2THRU .'10, ]
`9 4 103117-017 1 SPACER. SLEEVE
.30 1 . ... |101979-064 1 CONN, AC, J1
~)7'1 12 IMS35650-304 NUT, HEX, NO 10. 
5 1. MS35338-138 WASHER, LOCK, NO 10
18I~ I..MS15795-808 WASHER, FLAT, NO 10
! 4 10L ___IMS35338-137 WASHER LOCK NO 8 
m-r _ _.. _UI:= -t4 J.
,3SIZ;,
i fiAcl/ATl/iN Ii Af talliS!iIARY or It.RVISl IITCRTY['r CORPORATION, MELBOURNE, rLORIDA
REV91417CODE IDENT NO. 











U. S ItlLiiEPRINT PAPER CO. CLEAIPRINT IOOOW
TY PER DW. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR 
:1TEM A~SSY LEVEL DG ATO SS . ,G.  SIzE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CO DE IEN'
K1 1 >.__ MS15795-807 WASHF, FLAT, NO 8
!...15 _ ___MS35649-264 NUT, HEX, NO 6
7 _.18 MS35338-136 WASHER, LOCK, NO 6.
538 '18 MS15795-806 WASHER FLAT NO 6
4 __MS35338-135 WASHER, LOCK, NO 41-------.
:_:u 5~4_ MS15795-804 WASHER, FLAT, NO 4
lo il1MS35649-244 NUT HEX NO 4
MS51958-63 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 10
4 M5S51958-62 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 10
4 4 MS51957-483 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 8
'5 1 __ _ MS51957-46 __ SCR, MACH, PNH. NO 8 
46 - -:___ MS51957-30 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 6
4t7 10 MS51957-31 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 6
~REF _ _ __613574 _ WIRING DIAGRAM
49 1 011-0069-01 ATTENUATOR, AT1 80009
;-0 48 ____ MS51957-15. SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 4 
!51 2 MS51957-43 SCR. MACH. PNH, NO 8
I _ _ _ 307166-2 _ SHAFT, REMOTE
M3 L __1 528547-2 BRACKET, COMPONENT 1-
G-5 41 . 20132-2 FINGER GUARD 8 2877
:5X5 ,1 104886-001 1 FUSEHOLDER, XF1 
56 1.. 17-80177-1 CONN, RCPT, J1 1 7'868
'7 1_ _ 17-80003-1 CONN, RCPT, J12 74868
I 58 E 528795 DRAWING TREE
9° -- 17-1130-01 _CONTACT. SOCKET 74868
[60 · 1 __ H492-3 DIAL, KNOBLOCK 80294
$1 17 17-763-02 CONTACT, SOCKET 74868 
t62 26 2037-5006 CONNECTOR 2680 r
iiS AR | _ RG-174/U CABLE. COAX. MIL-C-17 
2 MS51957-17 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 4
_.8 .... IMS51957-16 SCR, MACH, PNH, NO 4
'. AR ITYPE E22, WHT WIRE ELEC, STRD, MIL-W-16878/4 -
.:7 5 1131-315 CONN, BNC, STRAIGHT 74868
1 -1 I -__ 33275 _ CONN, BNC, 90
°
0 .7486
_i_119 1 1131-759 SHIELD GROUNDING LUG 74868
.e ==r_ a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LII 7FtAD1IA"10"INI d IFNCORPAFORATiED





cf' I I F I
i REV
PL 612795
I -,HEET R I
W ~~~~QTr PER 
--ITE1 ASSQTY PER VL OWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR,'IT M~~ ~ ~ NOSYMEVE2SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE LEN
IG2A EVSIZE _NTIF IN__ _N.
MS35490-27 GROMMET
1 __17__ 258S CORD. AC. 9 FT 70903 __
_._~ 
_1  .128
173 I 38TB10 '_ 'ERMINAL BOARD MIL-T-55164/1 
]74 . .. _ 104370-010 ST.RiP, MARKER 
' I - M551957-19 SCREW,MACCH, PN N 4
, I _ I_ __o612920G1 _ MAGNITUDE DETECTOR ASSY,A5
LI_ A E22 ViO WiRE, ElEC STRD MII -W-lt5878/4
;' IAR E22 RED WIRE,ELEC, STRD, MIL-W-16878/4
9 I |AR!_ _ _ _E22 YEL _ WIRE, ELEC, STRD, MIIL-W-16878/4 
ou"O AR_ _ E1 8 BLK WIRE. ELEC, STRD,, MIL-W-16878/4 
_
8 2 AR E18 WHT WIRE ELE STRD MIL--W-16878/4
1812 A 
- E16 BI LK WIRE ELEC, STRD, MIl-W-16878/4
83 A E16 WHT WIRE, ELEC, STRD, MIL-W-16878/4
1 AR I E16 RVO WIRE, ELEC, STRD, MIL-W-16878/4 ...
85 _A E16 RED WIRE, ELEC, STRD, MIL-W-16878/4 
186 REI : I_ I 531750 BLOCK DIAGRAM 
+ I t
, P I I -_ ,U- IIII..-
t I I t _ Z- 
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F'IRADIATION INCORPFORATED
SU['ItD;ARY (ir IIARRIS-Jt1TERTYP[ CORflRArION, &I[LBOURNE, FLORIDA
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__l'. S. nA. JEPRINT PAPER CO. CLEAnPRINT lOO0N
i
UI. ~. n U- Pr I^ . Op.cn Co. CttA-R'lWt IOOH
APPLICATION REVISIONS 
____
NA  !EX F ASSY USED ON L'r DESCR-,TION, DAT ,,E ^P . D
J| - I-'r /. =.", 6 r'1 - _ CFG BY CHK '.Y ECO rJ O.
. -4528353J5 6703-200 
7. I v5 11- i0 .' I , 1.
"rri i 
 PL , 
 -.2 VJI!, 'j
a a b Liz li9
" REVISION SHEET I 1 2 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 _ T I I I I I
, INDEX REV .i t -I l l II l I
,- _~ J_.I I ...L I -. I I I .-- - I -I -L- I _ _ I t
I . .- - - - I - . . . . . .--
,U!;tLS 01 l' WItFS. SPFCtFItD
, 7,DIMENSIONS AIJ IN IN(CHI S
. ~. 'D INCI.IUDI: APPILIE) FINISHI
-". TOI .FRANCES








FA D IAT.I ON .,.C OFPOF2 AT'z £) 






























IE3 A SSQY rl : DWG. PA FT or |P M NOMENCI.ATURE 01OE;": l" f ASSY LEVEL iLEvEL IIDENTIFYINJG NO. P DESCRIP'TION c;. '?D':
|,=-_ CD-2 ° ? .. ,  _ LINE DPi\'ER, DDC, AR-1 I@7 _L .. ._ CK0.::,[ Xi0: K _ CAPACITOR, FXD, CERC,3,,19,:0 2 I-Z! _.
52_ ~1 _ __ _ _ _ _0 N 3 3 CAPACITOR_ rJXDLCl' ' _
~ '__ _._. _, CS6AP _ __ TOR, FXD, TANT,CI .CS8
-~ I.____ R ,'~ ,,;' l) r ~R/~2--5 _ DC V'DE IA RRI R-I2
. { -_ __ _ _ RCRO?7Gl3?.JS _ RES, FX) , R,10 -
' + _ _0_iRCR7G ' 2.iES . RES, 'EXI,_, R_,3
! 1-- Rt i decaiR 0 C 4991F RES, FXD. R1g,Rll
I_ j RC'07G0473JS RES FXD, R17V F ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ , _ , _ _ - _ _ _ _
2 RCR_7 G. _I.JS RCES, 1XD, R9,R1? _
2 -_ PN6OiC-I>3F RES, FXD, R14R _
! ~ RNR OC21OF RES, FXD, R6
I _ __ _RN60C61 R9F _ RES, FXD, R1
s~*1~ ~ ~~~N65C56R2 ___ I~ 1 jj L ) ,_________................ .... _.___ _ _ _____ __ _R[S IFXD [
N. 6 5 C6- R 2 FRES, F X ) R~ 2
:t - JI f ____VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCl.'?ll rL AMP, DDC, AR-3 
[}7 6 IL . IVK-200-,20-4R.B BEAD, FERRX CUE, L1, 6,10I,11,12,9
!.~.::- 2-- _| I I 6-1322 2 CONNECTOR, At,",ERiPCCO'! .!1, J2?
S I * +\ -14 J II I
-!~: li - .~3251W-1-503 RES, VAR F-OU'RNS, R5 c17 N -t . ~ -i -t- - -_  _ ---- _ S _ r._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.- 1 | 0CMFD1 21 J03 CAPACI TOR FXD C7
' ;01-30I DO TCC5CD 00 !03 I, CAPACITOR, FX C C3 i
_ CM05E I : I I 
CMo5FDI 51 J03 CAPACITORI. FXD, Cl01
M), 1 1  1 1 CM0 O5BX 391 1_I CZ  XDgC 5 _ v
St) | | I I I I I OJC 15 JO  N I , 3 4
'.~-, '1 | -- III CMO05E3D1 I CAPACITOR, FXD, C14
3 u I -I"' I I_ .C T X
28 |I | . F4W016- I_ INDUCTOR, FXD 0.16 U, !FD, L7
LF4W030 -| INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.3 UH, JFD, L3 
. .Qi L LF4W-040 .. 1 I NDUCTOR, FXD, 0.4 UH, JFD L5
-3{1I II ICMl ;E270JIN3 I ICAPAC!TOR FXD, C12
1i RN60| IOC390F RES, FXD, R.-
RE t | C528459-1 - CIRCUIT ,MASTER ...
iRE-,P -I,/.AT---_ - I -- 









3251W-1 -104 RFS. VAR .'I ! i`)Uhlq' Ri::
'. -, I1 It'- prPlr iT PA/:'S' ro. CLF.,'rISItlNT 01Ootl
R.LA[)IATIONirJ INCORPPOFRA-rEr F |ft ;,.YZJIiARY cr il 1 R (II-Tl [R I'[ CORPOkATIOI4, hALLBOURII, f IOl;OiA|
CODE IDENT NO. ; - I ,
91417 1
___-.,o I
I II I I-I- I1-1
1 1 & l Y LVFL DWG. PA-RT OT 0R M NOMENCLATURE OR
"2 .. -tE)IDENTIFYING NO_ P DESCRIPTION
;,. .~:. _ _=,==_ =_ _=4__ __l ...... s .........-
.4 I -[.-2i-__. ... '_____  LINE DR\IVER, D..I)C, AR- I
-h....... C,.._<0~10-':IJK .P...I.O CA.RA F'DC2,13, 919,29.g,1 _ 1 5, 13 __ 
;1j 4._t_ _ C0. !P93 CAPACITOR, FXD, C16 ____i
.F _ ' _ CS13.F,__O'K _ CAPA.CITQ,_XD, C1, C8
5L 11 _RA2-2(05--5 DC VIDEO AMP, HARRIS, AR-2'i- __ __ti_ ._. __.
s i ~_Z_ ' - i_-'. J._S _ RES. FXD, RIO
RC G3 2 JS LRES, FXD_ R8S
1RN6OC'491 F RES, FXDI RS18 R11
-.... _ PRCR07G473JS RES, FXD, R17
^ _I _ -IR~CR.07G511 JS RES, FXD R9 R12I
2I RNO C1 003F RES, FXD, R14; R16
!~ . - -l__ _[_RN60C2150F RES, FXD, R6
f I 1 I __ _ LRN60C`9RF RES FXD, RI
1 ! . j._ _OR N6OC6 1 R9F . RES, FXD, R7
1'; 1 _ - 1RN65C5SR2F RES, FXD, R2 ..
VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUIIT, OPNL AMP, DCC, AR-3
T ~~1; __ _6 \VK-2/00-20-4B _ BEAD, FERRX CUBE, LI, 6,10,11,12,9
WE. 2 2066-1322 CONNECTOR, AMERiCOMN t .]' 32
-S,7 t11 I ES,. VAR O!RNsR 13E
# }2 I
-
I : 1 .2.3251W-1-503 RES VAR BOURNS R 5 R
~-~1-- i ~ ... .. j-
!~ 192V I I' 151802-2203 DMODE, MTCHD PR k-p CR1 CR2
?2 i CKO5BX611 K CAPAC1TOR, FXD, C18, C17
!11. -I | | CMOrCD1 20.;03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C7 
24 I ! I CMO[lFD1 01 103 __ CAPACITOR, FXD, C3
f,~_.: 11 1 . | - CV,0-FD/21 ,03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C5
126 II I _ M 0271-3 _ CAPACITOR. FXD, C10 
.....,- .,.,-- .Ch5OA. 
__ CAPACLIQJFXD, C1 4 i
_2 1 , II I LF4WO5 . INDUCTORZ FXD, 0.' UH, JFD, 1 3
,60kLL)~~~~ ;R I I LF4IWOY70 INDUCTOR, FXD, 0.4 UH. JFD, L5 
i,;~__ I I IICMi 5E270JN3 CAPACITOR FXD C19 
,.. ~ .... .. 1I R`N60OC3')20F RESISTOR, FXD, R3 {N 
--1_I I I 1 1R1\60C;I60F RESISTOR, FXD, R4
f'/11| |-| ICM 5238.459-1 .CIRCUIT MASTER 
Lw} | |- 417201-/F L SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
".'~'""-' '"''"'"'~--"'-"""","""'"~"'~ ~'"E~f/////'_~. '"' "'~' ~ .. ,-': ;~7,: 7, :' ---- ' ............
t-?ADIATION INQOCrfPOlFtATED
I ,DilA IY fM ItARIl II (.I.IYPI COR(II['CAtI. ILBOURktE. f I(';,IZ'Af
b SIZE
A












7I-t II0-: 's 4et
f
OT...I ..NG.. PAF.T OR P I. NOMENCLA:I'JFE OR
.......:3 . ............. ._IDENTIFYING NO. P DFCSCRIPTION
-_~-¥--I .......... - _CD-2_._~3 ... LI NE DRIVER, DDC. AR-1
J8 i C : gXlO4K CAPACIFT1R. FXD, _ 13_
__ , .C'!13 CAPACITO R. : :X, CCR, C16
t C I.'.-':'q:S..SS,,~ : ('APA,~T(D. FXD TANIT, C1, C_ . . .
R A,:-2_- . . . .... DC \,IDE AMP, .I:IARRIS, AR-2
~~~IliL - - - ~RCR07lGb,'-6-S RES._fi2p RIO-41L;.? jl - RCRO7KG31_IS RES XF__D R10
~g~19 .R --. C4,91 F RES, F[XD 1, RlB R1 ..
-I RCR07G 47,-.IS RE FXD, R17'
10 . RCR07G'711 IS _ RES,.FXD, R_, R12
I 2 RI\.(6-0C21500F RES. FXD, R14 RI
g1l 3 1 RN6OC49R9F RES, FXD, R 1
4 1 RN60C,"IR9F RES, FXD, R7
q..L :RF.S.-FXD, 2
U'i6 1VA-23 .EG INTEGRATED CIRCI,]], OP. NL AMP, DDC, AR-3 _
z.1i', { j;VK-200-20-4B B EADFERRXCUE LE6, 10  1 0,12,9 ... ,
___ ~~~~~ ~~12066-1 '322 -__ __N _ F___TO__IF',___A_____ __1218 2 ________________ C- 0 :T , CON, .1.
___4 19-1- 3251 W-1 -104 __RES, VAR, BOURNIS. P13 I
~2 02'-!--o3 s___R VAR, BO.RNMS R5, R.17
["21 2 IR .02-230: DIODE, MTCHD PR ,!1P, CRI, CR2
22 - _ CK06:'BX272K . CAPACITOR, FXD, C18, C17.
[231 CM05FD391J03 ' CAPACITOR, FCXDD_........
24 1 CMO6F DI 22-.03 CAPACI T O"L',,_ FX IC 0
'25 1 CM06FD821.103 CAPACITOR, FXD, C7
i26 1 CM05FDO50J03 CAPACITOR, FXD, C3___
CM03FD1SO.;03 CAPACITOR, FXD C14.
!2_8 1 CM05FD1 01. 03 CAPACITOR FXD, C1_2
RN60C3..921 F - RES, FXD 1 R3
~0 ,LL - - - RN60C8061F .RES, FXD R4
.F4.Wl 00 INDUCTOR, FXD / 7
WEE-WEE-2.2 I ND.CTOR, FXD 1_3
WEE-WEE-2.7 INDUCTOR, FXD L S
* 1 c M5 284 5, I CIRCI.JJ MASTER _____ __________
' 4`17204 SCi "MA C DIAO/AMM - IF -c~~~ ~~~~~~, I F n v.,U ILJI v) i 'LJ wrmn '
SI.E ,,..uD, IDE-,I N r . I' 2'3,';
I FIAF)iAFIOcN INOrRcF0R^ATDz0 91417 PL5







itf.. S i.ll'~~N rpA~lef C ..
f Vl1. I1, *t '91r' INT PAP',1 Co.
~, F ~-~.:oG PRTOR M NO-MENCLATUP" OR\-~IEI FDESCRIPTION
~~ ~~~ r ~ C D- 22 __ LI NE DRIVER__________
I I.Z 7~~~~~~~~X i~• CApCA-ifZ j{EXD C 2 9 1 3 --,1
~ ILL -i CN0533 CAPACITOR .XD C16... ..
i !I2 CSVI3H:85K CAPACITOIR, FXD Cl ,8____
RA2-2605-r- DC \VIDEO AMP AR2
- j ~~~~~RCR07G166-IS REFDRIO 
__
RCR07G30/2JS RESL FX R8
I2 R ..:; ......... RI ,, 1_ =_
RCR07G473JS RES, FXD R15_ ___ 
_ 
0 2 ["~CR07G51 1 is RES~ FXD R9 ,1 2
1, 2 ~R N'"OC10O3F RES, FXD R1V,14
Li ~~~~~~~RNfIOQC21 5OF RES, FXD R6
R'lVV0C49R9F RES FXD RI __________
Di~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
R R..
.i~3JL I … - RN6~CF6R2F __t__ RE^cS?, ,:xD R2,
1.,VA-23 ,INEGRATED CI-RCUiT, PNL AMP AR3
_I n A______ DEOAMP
:.., 6 V-?_-0-B EA ERPxCU~ i619 1 -~
*W-1-'1j-- J.._._.RES. V'AR
J0 -2 51 V,'1-O3 __ RES, \VAR R17,5
_~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ .... .. _:_ ___ ____
1 J )('t~~~~~2-2 DIODE VMTCHlD PR CRI &l 3, CR2 & 4
22 2 - - - ~~~~CKO•-DX"~'"32K CAAIO FD C-1 7, 1
~~iI~k ..L _ ___- L CMAO$-FDI102.J03 CAPACTO , XD C
24' 1 ---- CM01!ED2??J0)3 ___CAPACITOR, FXD C7______
1CM06FD22J03 CAPACITOR, FXD CIO
WEE-WEE-2 .6 INDUCTOR, FXD 1.
54, ~7 1 WEE-WEE-5.6 INDU0CTO-R, FXD 17 ,
I I WEE-WEE-6.8 IND ICTOR, FXD L5 n__ 
_.
29 : l .E2 CM.X'2KOJN CAPACITO!.R, FXD C12
__ _ lCMO5FD300J3 / CAPACITO FXD C14
- . ~~~~R '0 C3 921 F RES FD R3
RN:l~OCS05S1 F RES FXD R4
Rdr: f, Crv522 9 -I CIRCUIT MAASTER
~5 RE - - 417303.i SCIHEMAIIC [EY1'AGRAM
Sb~IZE CODE ILDENT- NO f0V
;;~S YOf' HAUP IN (ICM YPC CORPORA I IONl ML L BOURINI CtLO'RIVA:'ll ',, ~,c.~,-,~ PL 528761
"V11160-1
I - - I - - - --  I / , -.   , - -D
I ], 
i . FI~ t..b';. FPAFT OR M NOMENCLATLUIF~7I (.1\,
Is '}:DIENTIF:YING NO P:' DL.tCRIPTION
CD-2 ___ LN3R'i\/ijR ARI_-___
_____ ______ __ C C20, C 2 1 - _ _ _ _ _ _
,-- .CNO- CAPAC.I..P..X CI6
C S3I;F-62 5 K CAPACITCf RFXD§1 C, CS __
i,. 11 I RA-2-2605-5 DC \VI DEO.AP.Af2
! -.... RCRO7G16.JS RES , RIO_
j _ _ C.N605 ....AAC4991 F RES, FXD, RC
i: - .. - -- RCRQ±2~'7i 'S R__ 1I,. R...
09 -1 -- -- RCR07G,473.JS ___ S F X Ri 5
~I0 j2 - -- - RCRs7G511,JS RES, FXD, R9, R12
ll .2 RN6AC-20-F RES, FXD, RIMP, R12
L:2 I.RN6OC21i.OF R6
iI9 RRN6OC49R9F . RES, FXD, R'I
I RN6OC61,R9F RES, FXD, R7
1'L9 RN60C49R2F RES, FXD, R2
16. -1 VA-23 _ INTEGRATED CIRCUIT.. OPNL AMP, AR3
-- , VK-200-20-4. BEAD, FERRX CUBE _1. L6, LI0, .1I L12, L9I2 .4I I 2066-13223251W-1 -104 CONNECTOR, Jl, J2RES. VAR. R13 IIf
3251W-1--503 RES, VARRI7 z R5
,21' 2 [-R 5802-2308 DIODE, MTCHD PR, CR1& CR3, CR2 . CR4
t22 1 LF/'W060 INDUCTO, FXDo 0.6 UH, L5, L7
23 1 LF4WI 00_ INDUCTOR. FXD. I1.0 UH, 1.2
24 1 LF4WO80 INDUCTOR. FXD, 0.8 UH, L3
25 _ 1 L.F4W035 INDUCTOR FXD 0.35 UH, L8
26 2 jCM15CD470JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C4, Cll
2.7 ~ ..... CM15CD181JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD. C6, C7, (10
283 I CM15CD390JNI CAPACITOR, FXD, C5.
?1 - CM15CD4R7JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD, C3
30 2 CK06BX561K CAPACITOR, FXD, C17, C18
1.~.__ LF4W600 INDUCTOR, FXD, 6.0 UH, L4
32 RE: CM528459 -1 CIRCUIT MASTER
iRE : 417304 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
I '~ ~---- R o0,._R,9, 20F RES. FXD. R3
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. / :
A 91417
iV
F--tA[ ZIA"I'O N INCOF. 'FRORA.TMl D3,
~ .u~IDiI~)AA OF I(AR~'I]. UINTTYPI- CotWORA'IOt4, I.&I-LBOURNt., I'LORIVAPL5 76
I · 










11 .5¢. r). lr pRINT P~Prn ¢¢>. c! EZAl P~INV 10n¢5H 
T-rrg u ~",~ ,r;'rt:. | .DW¢ PART OR M N""FNCLA"rUR. OR
*,._ ._.__.__ _,_.  __- =,SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION




_ f¾  _ _._
Ill . 1l ' ~ j RN(:OCSO60F RESFX_,,: ' ____




- ti i j j __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r 
. , .___ . .. . . . . .... . .......... J
'__ _ _ . _ I
-- __ _- - .- _ .Ii
i -___. ... ___
I- - _ _ _ __ _ __ . , . -. 
.___________________________________ ___
R~ ~~~~~~~~~~ .
3 ___ __ . . .._.. _




Il - X_ ... ,__....__ 
,^i.. .=.____ g 151Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I F-A.DIA'ION INACOFF-'OA-I-C ' |









D ESC RI PTION
CIRCUIT MA'STER
SCHIEMATIC DIAGRAM
F-'A tIA'rl .ON INPCC.0 RA FI-'CI)R,"-ATI-I. I
XSt'J3.<'tARY O.- tiARI :'I/ ItT[RTyP£ Ci11,fftRAllOlII . I. ~O:JRtl, fL ORI[~A
u . ,.ll P i t r,-Tv a °, cl.c ' JlPr. l"r. I-r1C -,I
i; f L ,E L PA RT O R M NOMENCLATURE O0R
:; , LL¥EL WIDENTIFYING NO P DESCRIPTION
! - - i - -- - r-r--_ _=__ __=_.__ _c __- _- -.
| _ ._ CD--, _ LINIE DRIVER DDC,AR I
-L4 _ _ .__CK0oBX1 0/K CAPACITOR, FXD C2,13_9.9,9 20,21,15,13 __
^I {_ _ _ _ CN;'33 CAPACITOR. FXD C1e)
CS_ _!.;`5K __ _CAPACTO_.c ,X ...... F XD I
- RA2--,2:605- DC VIDEO AMP HARRIS. AR2
I .___ _ RCR7G-,.' JIS RES, FXD RIO
s I F - _C '! _ RES FXD R17
2 ? l_ _ _ RCRO7G511.JS RES, FXD R9,12
i 1 , I t -- RNOC1002F ....... RES, FXD R14,167:_F _______ ...... ;iol. o Rs xR6.........,
, 1_ -_ Ri6OC21 50F _ RES FXD R6
[1l3 _1 _ _ · RN6OC49R9?F RES. FXD R1I
1' ~.--ll RN.-\OC61 R9F RES/ FXD R7
rL~' ._ _ :... ', -f....i ........... 
i rlS _ _[ :_ - RN(r_,schR: ' .R~ES, FXD).. R2 ...... i
l 7 _ _ ' VK-200-20- "IB BEAD, FERRX CUBE LI,6,10,ii,12,9'
_ .. 26VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, O PNL AMP,DDC ,AR32 
12i 0 66 -1322 CONNECTOR AMERWCON,i1 1 2
I 32 51W-1-1C)04 RES. VAR OuR'SR R 1oBOrURiNS R. ,
r Q2 I .. 3251w1--1-03 |' RES, VAR BOURNSR5,17
1 2 __ - 580-2303 | DIODE. MTCHD PR CR1 ,CR2,HP
? 11 LF4WO60 INDUCTOR, FXD L.2, 
3. ! LF4W100 INDUCTOR, FXD L4 .
L24 Ii { - WEE-WEE-3.3 · INDUCTOR, FXD L5 '
LF-'.W030 J IjNDUCTOR FXD L7
~ |6 1 | |-CM15CD ?21JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C6
7 2 _ _ CM15'CD.150J.N1 CAPACITOR. FXD C7,C3 A28 1 | || CM1 5CD121 JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C4
9! . .Ct M15SCD2.71JN1 |. CAPACITOR, FXD C10 
. _. CM1 5CD330JN1 | CAPACITOR, FXD Cll-
<-14 _ C2.P375 ___ CAPACITOR C18,17
~i. 2.1_ _CN\-63 .| CAPACITOR C14 3
'_"~~__ 1 ....I CMI 5ED390J03_ CAPACITOR C12 
~_ _ .l 1.;l RN60C392GF __RES, FXD R3 3
-;2 D 5'- 0 CODE WEN- NO. RV, FX
~. oA-t,,o",, ,Coo,-Ao,. ^T,.: o ( 91 41 7 eP 5271
I t:SQ'tAi[¥ OF'* l I ~ !tl'J[RJYP[ COl'OIRATION, rLBOJRtE, rL.(tRl,A .L 528761
SCALE |-5 SHI-t EET  T
I TL T




V: i ;s"G} PART OR M NOMENCLATUF"E 01<
.;4 .SY L S:VEL 11DENTIFYING NO. r DESCRIPTION
__[ D..... C -,'3,_ LIIIE DR'IVER _C)C,_/AR1 _
, 4 - _ _ ___-_
i"m i._ - CKO¢'BX1 O 0': ___ CAPACI TOR, FXD C 13,9 19 0 21, 9 K. CK~~~~~0/~B X I0K _______20__
~., ~ cs CN-. ' 'N "53 CAPAC TOC1L, FXD C16 
- -W _ _ _ . _CS1 3BK"5K CAPAC LC R., XD C1 ,C
~ j11 1 RA2-^.5-.; DC VIDEO AMP __IARRS, AR2
> 1 __ RCRO G11IS RES, FXD RIO
f.: *_ 1__ _ _ _ _ RCROG3'?92...............JS _EFDR3
_ , ,''C491 F RES. FXD'R11
-( _ - RCRO) 7 G3921, S RES, FXD R17
tt, 2 | | | l ,~RCRO-;;G.511 I',S RE'', FXD . ........R9, 12
2^ -,X. Nw)1Q F PsE S FXD RI 4, 16
,~~~~~~~~R6C10 RES, __?L_.r0C49-RF _ 
S_ , E . FXD R1 _____
|'.1__ I RC'.R 7G57 :__ ES_ ',D . 17
.. ~ ~ ~ Co7 : IS ___ R_17. _
~:~i)~~ . ._1 RC0G5S _ L. ES X  R9, 12
*-11  R 60C100' ,F R ,  14,1
_} _ _ ,_ IJ025F-jf DR
!'g'~--1L-- I RI\VOC61 R9F _ RES, __FXD R7 
_t,_ l RN65CS,9RF RES, FXD R2 -
M. | | l VA-23 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNI AMP,DDC.*--
17 1 VK-200-20--B BEAD, FERRX CUBE LI,6,10,11,12,9
1Sv |1 v2066-13 22 CONNECTOR AMER!CON, J1 ,2
.,..t, ___ __ __ _ __j__2.
[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
y L, - ! JZ25,lW-i-io1 4 _RES V'AR IOURN-S,R13
| 32;12W-1-`03 RES. VAR BOURNS.R5,17
'F-I I I ._- 5.2.2-230, DIODE. MTCHD PR CRI CR2,HP4 I I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3,2' Ii I LF4W060 INDUCTOR, FXD L2, r
: h1 K __ I | __LF4W100 _ | INDUCTOR, FXD 1L4
_t 111 WEE-WEE-3.3 I NDUCTOR, FXD L5L'5 1 1 LF-'.W030 INDUCTOR, FXD 1.7
--I I I -II
Z I CM1 5D. 22JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C6
2. I|~ ! CMI.SCD:1 ,0JN1 _ CAPA CITCR. FXD_ C 3
8 |1 -| || CM15CD121iJN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C4A __
L9 I __ CM15CD271JN1 CAPACITOR, FXD C10o__ _
K.W0 I I ---- CMI15CD330JN1 __- CAPACITORM FXD Cl1
1_- |2 | | GP375 CAPACI TOR C18,J 7
9_i111~~ !N0D& I ~I'. .!__ CAPACITOR C14
CM1 5ED39OJ03 CAPACITOR C12
04 ! RN6OC39,GF __ RES, FXD R3
-£.~~I - _- 5' __0I RBES FXD [ -E CODE IDEN' NO.
,~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :5' I. /L¢'
R/xD,/vor/ IN 0F pFt | YfI)91417 PL 528761
I SI l ?IA 01 I tAQR IS ?IT TRTYPE (COGIl ArIOHN, MEL BOU tl EL(!R IA j CA~L SF TlEt:., -f
St ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~' :-~a .r.,$AprL fE x!zIx t-















. _ . _ _
___
%d*IL IL " - P.16. C, c'Lf-A'KT ,o.; V
-0 1 - _I .:.f r ....lsa l 
ArrPPL.ICA-. TIONFN(:XT~P ISS USEL)_ON-
"""'" J NEX haSY i USED ONt40. ______
;p-4 I2, . 671;411, , _ I 
5 2S3-" -: 63,;03- 2002
I CHcG BY
IREVI I C£)^. I iS
r -5C RI PT I0 N
C1HK BYI4 1 --- I--- I _ _ *--- 
j213l.~j 16 J7 1 9l I I i I i I I 
CONTRACT NO.
01? BY CIHK Y





1I I I I. I IT1 1_111 _I IT IIit11t
ABSIDIARY OF ,iRRIINTERTYE COR PORAT ,, MLBOURNE, FRiDA


















UNiLt:S'; Ot:lt:RWISE SPECli:I.ti'i ,itNStf)N5 ARE IN INChES
NU INICLUL)E APPLIED :1:J5H
TOLERANCES
2 PLACE 3 PLACE ANGLES
.1 t "' + + _
APPRIOVAL
~~~~:w:~~~~~._S' . , , d_, :, :, <-,, * ; ,,~,r ~. ;uu 
..: .. . ........ I-- _- -4 _ f _ _ _ _ _






.. . - . - -1 .. ..... - '--- 101?
II
il
u . . EVq
t}: " .! '",' t L r4 
VENDOR ITEM - SEE SOURCE CONTROL OR SPECIFICATION CONTRIOL













'AR) L) AVl: IfPJ Cr':;'(1 .- C) t -F >I.
I'>~ ~ " dj*'A< '1 l Riyl ltl'CttP COP';'! li: . ':.t flOU~'IW*- rt OR:1'
I, .,.
- PAI.. s. r. . .I T  R CO. C A.I:API IN1
~~ - -~rr r'LR-
".i I M . IsSY LEVEL 
I, I Ifl I
Hi 
I -. .1._.. t14 il. 
PART OP M NOMENCLA1TUFRE OR 
ENTIFYING NO. P DE:SCRRIPTIc)N COD l
..531 01 C l--HASS!S. -
I.[2 : '2 , 1 I 




MA ICHED FILTER ASSY, A1
-.
I--W- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4 1 tr?:52'/62G1 PHASE LOCKI L OOP ASSY' A2
6 t 1 101.<15-026 1~-- AI MP CARTRIDGE, DS1
4__ |)F2.16z- 001 S. Ll ! PRi NG TENSION
!2 b11__ 104290-001 - S', ITCH- TOGGLE, SPDT, S1
$_'" E _- 1 17-90003-1 CONNECIOR P2 7,4(3 --
!i! .G J _L__ 17-90177-1 CONNECTOR, P1 74g _.8 _
11 _ _ __ 17-1132-01 CONTACT PIN, COAX 7436° ___
i ,-09q2-1iM SOCKET, LAMP 03797
1 12 L? MS_15957-14 SCR, PNH 4--10 X 3./8
ii']l._ . ... MS51957-15 SCR, PNH !- X 5/16
1F'5 1 ( MS35.338-135 WASHER. LOCIK NO 4 
i -i--- __ I 2 -I - - |
- | MS1 5795-804 WASHER, FLAT, NO 4 
17 6| 20.37-5003 PLUG COAXIAL 26805 }
1[ A | MS35649'-2.4 ' __ NLUT, PLAIN, A--.0it1 - -- | ,___ W9 RA I -1 d, G- 74/ -. , CECOAX M"IL-C-17 ' '
20 AF TYPE E22, WHT WiRFW ELEC, STRD, ML-W-167
ili 1l 1 i | 106573-003 1_> CLAMP 
22 1 MS 2,1618-18 SCR. SELF-TAPPING, NO 6
:l. .--i_ MS51959-15 SCR FLIH, 4--40 X 3/8_
24 At E?4 WHT WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W-1687'L/4
2L5 Al _ _ - E24 RED WIRE, El-EC, tMiL-W-16873/4
¢26 A1 . .... E24 RLK WiRE EIl EC MIL-W-16378/4
:27 AI. . E24 ORN ' WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W-16878/4
28. R F . . 521007 CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
-x I I T - I.- 1 - I. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I I . _ ' I-_· . I - - ' ' ""! . . ....




01 I ilIyl i ._ - _ _ __ _ __ _

























.. : sz- I1D
_ I, .'..
I a.
f L I.L. II.I, 'P IU p1-1. i, 1 c.. CL.. I *. '-. I rIr I- -' I
rm-¢..' ,Ass ,, (; PART OR M NOMNCLATURE OR SIZE ~IDENTIFYING NO- P DrESCRIPTION CODE iDE.:-
L._I / ,. :.'>3.1 GI CHASSIS
115?9'V003 1_- ... AMMETER;, MI 
______52~~~532G2 P~~A NNAELJTjON ______I-
61 G2 MATCHE'D F l-FR. 1A_. '_-_ .SS.A jj. _ '
.;.11 .... _..........-.7'6202I PHASE LOCK LOOP. ASSY'. A? .
" ""_ _ 1 ...... g .- 02/: .. 12; .LA . CARTI.DGE' DS '
'Ili~i2½001 I CLIjSR!1'G TENSiON,
ii,~~~ 1c.'~ 1 2,,_i-oo1 - .... T. j~OC.cur ~ jsPI:_, Nl,,
'-jL.--'" -~ ............ ., -7J. --'- ........ R~2 7 ---, "; II [ 0 !.290-01 1.-. --~ SWI'CH-- TOG(-t .E- SD' Si
Nic, I1 17-901,"7-1 CONNECTOR. P1 74868
o 171132-01 CONIT1ACT PiN, COAX 74',8U?2 1 ©-.9'32 - I1M SOCKET LAMP_
12 MS' 957-14 A SCR, PNI-1, 4- X 3/3
!S i .7-15 SCR, N, 4--.-'0 X 5/1:
11., Jl 8! MS3.5:'~3; r-13'-. _ WAS-E R L'OCK NO .
,S6 I 8 MSI :,795-o04 WASHER, FLAT, NO 4IL . - 0.,7-a00o PLUG, COAXIAl 26805
~i~~~~~~0?7 
- 3IL268 
-MS35649--244 NUT, PLA!N 0 h__L,___-_4-
19 RG 17/ji/U__ CAR LE. COA X M,=-C-17
-. TAPE E22, WHT WIRE, ELEC,_STRD M!L-W-1, . 78/4
'21 1 _- CLAMP
........ S 12c-,1 SCR, SELF-TAPI!.NG, NO 6
ti~3 MS5195?-15 S(J. FLH 4-40 X 3/8
j24 AR E24WWHT WIRE, ELEC, MIt.--,.78/4
AR ~ ~ 24RED CNIRE, -\Al- 1 (87 3/4
.. 6. AR E24 L.K WIRE, ELEC, M. -W-16873/4
AR E24 ORN WIRE, ELEC. Ml--W-16878/4
. R' P 531007 
_ CONNECTION DIAGRAM
,ell~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-~~. ... - - ~ . .......
a[ Y r '-1AFItIS,' N INR 0ORAr'P A'rL f£RID
ti'I',DAYOf III, pRIS-~INIRTYI'[ (GNPO~fATLOtJ, I r[ EtClri~IIt[ FLORIDA
· t av
9IE CDE IDEN NC.









n n - Pi - pI ;,INTr PAI ri co. Cli-rOl"IN 1o"oH
M( .j _
If r:f; I ASSY LIEVEL
-I GT






I _ . -






NOM EN C AI'U R E OR
DE.';(;I[' [ TM ION
C-IASr SH-Ao _____ 
C.) i 2>; 0:.__, _ _-. ":C H .- I
PANEL.. El': NT
AAMME'1EI M1
- ,4 ;' ::.7:/,1 G3 MATC!ED FL.TEr' ASSY. Al_,
.'6 8;(2 G3 . .PHAS LOCK L OP ASSY. A2
1 .1 15 __-0 AS6 1 AM L...R Q(, /,CRS1.S 
_ ....ln 6v ,_n/,1 . .5 l .l A1,6? C,,
'
0 lN.,, _Z
_ .__ 10I 21 -001 1I CLIP, Sr'1 ,G 'ITESION 
___
........... : '-1!'' :'0-001 D .. _T_-.,D. 1
1 
_7-031 _1 0n3 CONNECT()R, P. 74/68
12'-9-0177-1 COI_ _ __ECTC__R PI 74,°_ 6_s9
1 _ _ _ . . 17-112-01 
- Ol'JA1Ll.,_COAX 7J868
.2 1 Q-0T-2-1M SOCKET, LAMP 03797
1 12 MS519c57-14 SCR , R NH4-j0 X ,/8 /
4__ ___ MS.19 5;.-1 95 7-5 P___SCRNPNH .1-4, X 5/1 6
- 18~ ___MS.3...0.... o-'135 WASHER. LOCK, ..O4J
-~."3 t8 ____ vMS15795-°04 WASH-iER, FLAT. NO 4 
__
:11/6 __ __2037-5003 
_ PLUG, COAXIAL 26005
I [ 4MS35i6,19-244 ' NUT, PLA N, 4.-0O:- I -t i_ ' : I .... .._
AR RG-1 74,/ /U CA'L F (COAX MMii -C-17 I
; -AR I TYPE E22, WHT WE _ ,ELECt STRDC ,MIL-VW-.1.'.':7 :/41|_/J573 : 003 _____ 
______......_…: 
-0-0 1.C. 7 3CAMP
'), ' -261 _ M2,-1 8 - SCR, SELF-TAPPi NG, NO 6 .
_ 4 MS51959-15 SCR, FLH,. 4-40 X 3/8I AR E24WHIT WIRE,F.EC, MiL-W-16878/4
_ ___ 
_ ____-_.....________._...___.-
/ kR E24 RED WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W-168378/4
26 .R _ _E24 PIRLK WIRE. ELEC. MIL-W-168783/4 
__]}' -R E24 ORN . WIRE. ELEC, M!L-W-16878/4 
28 ; lA 531007 CONNECTION D!AGRAM .
tw --- ICY -I-t ----- ~ .,.




R AD)IAT7ICD'O J INir f' C F-JO FAT£,D
gs/'.:.tt, '"C 0 "tlfil'l t{D tY C¥[' fOPI'ORI, Ml {. fl.)[1J rLORtiWA
CIZE CODE IDEN-fT O.|
A 91417
:I/0 /
I L V 
PL 523,535























)I I J I
_i
11
I., S , r. ! '- l:ll *.,r.f CCn . CIt ll,'. ,I,- T 0(o0,f
t C. j--j-c.~ ~,~-[ITE JM ... ASS' LEVEL
2 !i' !--- K{&! I I 
NC
52; 531 G1








C:Or) E : i)"E I ,;'T 
CHASSIS
PA-NEL. FRONT
'LL---- - w ....5 297,,-00. .- AMMETER .. M .:
I 1__ _ _ _ _5_8_61 1 r2L= OO3iAM TEA.1__
..... .. c.;_,O.'7 6I _. _ _&-CilED F!LL _S.SYt_. A__
:.,,o,$ It'".z~. PHASE LOCK-. LOOP ASSY, A2
.. p,_ ._j _. _ j 104215-02., L.AMP. CA TI'r'fLE, DS1 __I __ _
._... _ _ 1 C,21016-001 1 CLP,_ R' !(3 gTENSON j
i- I 1 1-_ 1 04;.90-01 _0-_S_ S11W!TC, IT1OGGLE, L) I, S1-
J 1 17'/-90002-1 . .. CONNECTOR, P?2 748S -8
,Z .' _;__o ___.z............... ,,__._ _0 V, . . _ _ l-*00177-E ZQU2L -11 7 -6 8
I( l ___ _ 1 l-1 132-01 CONTACT F N,. COAX .. 748, E:S
i2 1i _.-032-1 M SOCKET, LAMP 03797
W13 |K M.S51957-14 SCR RNH j -- X 3/S
!, -f4 _ MS51 957--15 SCR, PNH, 4-40 X 5./1
,-K$ MS,35..33 -,-1,,5 WASHER, LOCK NO 4
6 !;I-_._ MSA15795-804 _ WASHER, FIATL NO 4
)17 s L_ __037-5003 PLUG, COAXIAL 2c.05:
!;~$.'~_ _ . , M535649ffl-2,A ' NTP I-14- - --- S 6i92~~4 ____NUT, PLAIN .0
A19.R _ I. "RG-17,f/U . CAP.LE, COAX MIL-C-17 .
:0 A i . ITYPE E22. WH:IVT WIRE ELEC. TRD MIL -W-1678Z/4 .
21 1 - Ko ;~5 7 3-0 0o 1 . CLAMP 
22 11 l 1 ! !IMS2 6V181 ____ SCR, SELF-TAPPI NG, NO 6
14 I I - . .I MS51959-15 SCR FLI-I 4-40 X 3/8
fK 4 _A -I I IE24WIHT -WIRE, ELEC, MiL-W-16878/4
II-24' Af -1- E4wHT '-t /IAKI -- I F='14 LRED _ WIRE. ELEC, MIL-W-16873,/4
2h [AI I I E?_4 BLK R W'IRE, ELEC, MIL.-W-1687Q/4
?7 AE24 ORN WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W--16878/4 
.28 RIfF .... 531007 CONINECTION DIAGRAM
- I--- -- . . . .
s. !t X C ... t
, It ____ ...








Pl_ .5 , 535
S;CAL.E
DVwG. FPA FR OFi'
,.,7ZE IIDENTIFYING





-I- - I IM,
Ji
-1 S -I r:'- Ii -t - ..
I T 1 , l' * f". . - I . Lr ctr ,r-. Z '030, 14
NJ
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i,'- L'--.r, * f X Y 7 1 I, vI . :t -c)r . N.L: JFeE os 
, Vl L_. .Ly ,:.t V PARsT IF R Y NO1 E.NCI.'f,'IPFUs I ZI : OR I. . .
~;ti.~, '..'..¥I/.¥. : t"hI;L)ENTWFYINI NO. PDFcSCUI':VF:IOIX ' ": E-;N 
3 _ 205ij 31 G1 I CHASSIS ___ _
1-- .... - j,~: 32-. . ....- PA 4NE.i.P F O'-. T . .T
311 3 1 1 51294-003 1 AMtMIETER, Ml
! K 1 j ,:28761 C0 - MATCHIED FILTER ASSY, A1l
' ' _ _ ,_ _ =,_..762G, PHASE LOCK LOOP ASSY, A2
,_ .. .!__ _ .... .101i215-026 _. LAMP CARTRDGE. DS1
(; h II ,o142106-o00 CLIP' SPRING TENSION
'- K -- - -- - _02 0- 0 1 Ž N TC, _ _____________________tc, t I ~~1 0,..?vO-0-1 _ 1 .. _ xS;A'!TCH, lOGCi. E, SPDT, S1 __
f~r ~1-90-TOGGLE, SPDT._ __Si_
|.> , . _.;._ 1-900,-_ CONNECTOR', P2 . . . - ' . :
1C 4 17-90 -177-1 I CONNEClOR P1 74 .R',
11> _ __ 17-1132-01 CONTACT rIN. coax 74..8 ,
i2j1 _ __ _O__ --0B2-1M SOCKE T I AMP 03797
213 1 2. IMS51957-1,1 SCR PNH, 4-40 X 3/8fl-I i_ _ _ ____. __ __ ___.._. ___F._,_LtM. 1MS1 957-15 SCR, PNH, ,'..-'!0 X 5/16 _ _ ,__
, 15 M 53s53.33G-135 . WASHER, lOCK, NO 4
16 1 P MS15795-804 , WASHER. FLAT. NO 4 w-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ _ --- 
17 6 2.037-5003, PLUG, COAXIAL _26805__






WIRE. ELEC, STRD MIl-W-16378/4
2 I 106573-003 CLAMP
2 1111 1 MS2'1818 I . _-SCR, SELF-TAPPING, NO 6 ____ _
-23 4 ..- .IMS51959-15 IISCR, FLH, 4-40 X 3/8 
14 ARI IE.,24 W H WIRE ELEC, MiL-W-16878/4 
_ | ||E24 RED | | WIRE ELEC MEl.-W-16878/4 
i26 JR I F24 BLK .. WIRE ELEC MIL-W-1687./4 
EH4 O©R.N | |\NWIRE. ELEC, Mil..-W-1687/4 
_s RE 5`31758 1 CONNECTION DIAGRAM N
t' IIIII-I..._.. 
,,..,I I I - II - . ...., ....H4 __-1 ________It
___ . ...... I. I. I. I. I
<....... I......-.I.I-.:-- .
.SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
II: IkA IN f F 'F TIns. IA tI' L rC.i |A I 91417 |
i04>t~w~s~w~rX oR~lfrltallszlerrf~i~trwa~mlls~t wau~rr~oR[A } I 1 gt~v~d








. iI_ .rm..'..F..:I2I ,,,..r. ._.: ...:_., s..^ .," ) 'e..--.
gJ I I.*[Y { M DWG. PAT^' OP ' M NONlE:NICLATURE OR I -
-Mt C,, l.YE SIZL, DI-NTIFYING NO. P DESCI'-'TION C'' '.:t-.
-:.31 (GI__ 
_23 t1 -^. .:31 C,1 ~ ~I CH-!ASS!S i___ ___
- -- __ 
_ . i..lI..._ . 
__..
,1'::.:f.-,0: 1 _ PAMIE,., ___oN,' .
.......... .- -i.:/1 G MA'ICHED FiLTER ASS',' Al
__._____ _. _ _,___.___ __ __NETO .~_____ J_ _ ____ _ ___1. ,':,')2G. P.lASE LOCI' LOOP ASS ' A2
:_ ,'_ _ _ ....... _ _ (' ~215-4, L..f' _ - CA___T.DGE, DSI
1___.......:' 1(.-. I. 001 .- C.L'.. SPRII.qG, TE!NSONVL_
,. t 1 1._0.'_!,I'0 -001 l j -- SV'I^CH. TOGGLIE, SPDT,__S1
'. 1 _ ! _ 1"',--9C003-1 _ ._...........CO!',tNECTOR. P/,,.......... 7'-u'
_ 0 (i - - - / 1 -901 77-1 CONNECTOR, P1 74868
11 10 I.113-01 CONTACT PIN, COAX 7.486_
' ._ _ _ ___ _________________________________________ 12..- 1 _ )-0$2~-1 M SOCKET, LAMP. . 3797 
I 15 2 1 7S.:S19.57-14 ___ SC PNH 4.-1-40 X 3/8
{ 4 _" _ MS.i957-15 SCR PNH, 1-,0 X 5/16
1 . ___ MS3' 13 5 _ WASHER, LOCK NO 4
' 181 I MS1. 795-80.4 WASHER, FLAT, NO 4
7 I6 / ,,, 37-5008 PLUG COAXIAL 26805 
_,; , _ ,* .. .T PMS35649-24. L._ NUT PLAIN 4-0 _1
A I'I "Am Fl A YCA AM!I _r_17'
_____ I " st 'T/ t k,,t' U t ! ''..k_,'t'~\ IVli L k...- !
R T1'1PE E22, WHIT WIRE, ELEC, STRD, MIL--A/-.1('-78/4
i . 1 ..10.'573-003 1 CLAMP
2 1 MS24618-18 SCR, SELF-TAPPING, NO 6
114 MS51959-15 SCR, FLH, 4-40 X 3/8
24 AR E24 WHT WIRE, ELEC, MIL-W-16378/4
5 !/AR , I I I E24l RED WIRE ELEC, MIL-W-16878/4
26 AR I E24 BLK__ WIRE, ELEC, Mi.-W-16878/4
-7 AR E24 ORN WIRE, El-EC, MIL-W-16878/4
/3 RE 7'>1758 CONNECTION DIAGRAM
d--4-4S-> I I~ ... o...
,) , I III 
W~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ -imlll11l I -1:< - -- ^---
UJl !', k I 't II AI"'i, Ili F. 'TY['I: C It[OR i 0. l, 1[ Ill [OURI1, FLORILA
SIZE CODE IDENI NO.
A 1 91417










. . _ _ _ n 1 - _ _ , I 
T
I T IIJ("- ,l'l I-fT(I T T T
[ t::EV
I
,,, tl. :~t I11 e. dl,,,. rAI
, ! I , . I A',' LEVI.
a - 1- _ . .=
'11 I /1 1 '-I'tly OOOF
I DWG
SI1L
F-'A fRI O R
ILIE-NTIF-YING NO.




_ ESC I F,'F F-I ' r10 N
C 11,- , SS! S
* 1_ __ _.-,;':?,G/ P_ [ lTEI, [-RON- ______ ___ __ _- '
._ __ _ 1..-. .. -- --, o , _ / AI..R,
_ 1 _ .:_,.-_o_ ___;__ 1... ..____."9''1 :bIdlA , IL :'1_ 1. F !! ' S E;. l __ _ _ .............. 1V._ 1! 'LL,7G M7.AI]C, 'I':D F. li FL,' A_ .l$5.]¥ ',_ 'i. Al__
!: _: _ ._ .__ ..................... "'_ .52F:62G/~ PHASE LOCK LCOi:' A2. 1.. 1 ___0~'-1 " 5-026. 1 LAMP. CARTI DGE, DS1
1 _ _ 1.:..S16-001 _... ;:- CilP, Spi,' i ___ __ 
',')4','! 0 01,1 1_- SWI"TCH lOC'G-.EG SDT, S1 ____ 1 I _ l'> , E_________ __ __I___-
t'. 1. _ _. _, I__ ;--,0 3-000,.--1 . CONNECTOR. P2 ',768 
.i_]_J.. 1'/-90)177-1 _O C• l',!Q ,_ .Ci RiE 76 ,'86 __,
1 1l 1- 1-1132-01 COtN]TACT PI, COAX - 74.' __
( _._ _._ ______ ___ __
.,l_._ _~ Q ~--0":2-lM SOCKET, LAMP _ _379)__ 77
1, 1"| M--_AS51957-1 4 SCR, PNHr-! !-- X 3/o 
'.1' 
'
4 ....S. ;,5.7-15 SCR, PNH, i-.0O X 5/16
.:__t _4 __. i
1 , MS3 3;.:>-1 :/, WASH-!ER, LOCK NO '1 
i'DLLs. .. . .S, 795-- 04_ , VA_ W SHER. FLtAT, NO f
1}l6 .... 2037-5003 PLUG, COAXIAL 26805
18 A_ MJS356.49-241 .. NU, PLA! N, '- -40
u. i 9 A~ _ PG-1i74/U CAi.E, COAX. MiL--C-7i
tL~WAF Th | 2?JYE E22, MIT WIRE, ELEC, STRj, W-\N-168784-
e,701 I MS2418-1 SC SE F-TAPP NGNI 6 
123 4 MS51959-15 SCR, FLI-I, 4-40 X 3/8
A -E E[24 '/EHT - WIRE, ELEC, .M'-W-16.878/4
__ AF[, E|A C24 RED i |_ WjRr, LEC, MIL-W-1687,8/4-
' AU -|I- F?4RL__ |MS5|1959-1' W SRE L, L-W-1 6,-078/4 
(2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 , Si J C~
27 AF E24 ORN WIRE, ELEC, M'L-W-16878/4.-
7 RE 5.I I1758 CONI',NECTiON DIAGRAM _
Wrt111 1 i-i__ -__
; ILL5.I.I .I. --J' !
... .- 1- 1 - -.-- -
-
· _ ,,!
, I ;~1 ; f [I .%,RI ; I I1f II YP[ I IT ; POIAII N UR.A I, I. P [ C'('ullu , rCFLORIDA
SIZE CODE IDEN1 NO. 
A 91,417
i; L ',
I 7',-AI F T
I I
Pl. 52.4535
_ I ~ _ _ _' _: _ _ _ _ _ _' ._
APP TIN E I -VS- I S







I DATE I APPROVED
| ECO NO.
U REVISION SHEET I
INDEX REV
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIEU
' DIMENSIONS ·ARE IN INCHES
ND INCLUDE APPLIED FINISH 
TOLERANCES 





.R.byy5/28 71l CHK BY
ENGINEER
PRO ECT ENGINEER .
i 1-1: -< . >,l-s o/,/ :' /7// .,
APPROVAL
0o i 1 J21 131 41 151
I I I I I I i L I I1 I .. I I I I I I II 1 I 1 I
SUBSIDIARY OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORPR ORAAE-FLD
SUBSIDIARY OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORPORATION, MEEB0URNE, FLORIDA
TITLE
PARTS LIST -
PHASE LOCKED LOOP ASSY
SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
A 9O4N7
SCALENONE I






--- | - - I I- I . I-- - - l -F r 
__ a ___
V-v









U, 'IM '-1 13 L
U. 6S.n E}LCPFINI PAI'En CO. CLEAHPRINT tOoOHl
QIY PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE ORGITEM ASSY LEVEL SIZE IDESCRIPTIFYONN DENO.a
I 1 _ _ _ CK06BX101K CAPAC'TOR, FXD,C1,2,10,11,1t'2,1'',0,11 1
_CSR13G47,5KL CAPACITOR, FXD, C23,4,13
' 1 _ _ MC1026P _ INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL CLK DRV MOTOR&i /\,Z2
! ~4 1 MC1034P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, D FLIP FLOP.tMOTORO_ A,1
, 1 _ _ _ _ RA--290 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMPI,'ARR!S,AR1
1 _ ____ RCR07G101 JS RES, FXD,R10
F _jti_ -RCR07G102 jS RES. FXD, R32
- _~ _ ___RCR07G10o3.jS RES, FXD R26,22,24,13
RCR07G131 JS RES. FXD, R31, R34
0l) 2 * -__ RCR07G160JS RES, FXD, R36,37,38
t,1 ~1 1 RCR07G20.JS RES, FXD,R21
___ _ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
1 . 1 ____ RCRO7G271 JS _ RES, FXD,R30
1.3 1 _ _ RCR07G331.IS RES, FXD, R23
]1 1 -- _I_ _ RCRO7G391 JS RES, FXD, R1
1t'_-  __RCR07G470jS RES, FXD, R2
1 2 RCR07G621 JS . RES, FXD, R28 33
FL2 -- -- RCR07G820JS RES, FXD, R27,29
fll ,-_1 RCR20G102jS RES, FXD,R3
19 1 - RN60C1000F ' RES, FXD,R12 
!2-0 2 I RN60C221OF RES, FXD, R6,R18 
21 2. _ 1RN60C27'40F RES, FXDRS,R17
...... 1 iRN6,0C2941 F RES. FXD, R11, R14
I rt 1 |i -- 
......I1 
_
.. .1 1 I'B77,11393 - INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMPFAiRCHiLD,AR-?2
[ 11 I-_+IU:F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP,FAIRCliLD AR-?
Z 14- -_ -IVK-200--20-4B I BEAD, FERRX CUBE, L1, 9,11, 
! 1 1_L 1 N4001 DIODE, RECT,CR7
: 1 i-11 N746A DIODE,CR;:.?
~7o 1 1111 I 1N757A DIODE,CR6
30 4 11N914 DIODE,CR?,4,1,8 
L I1 1 - 10534B MIXER,DOUBLE BALANCED, HP, /1 ....
l9. ' 2N3960 TRANSISTOR,Q1 .
rtf, I AI , .... 
-;, t16'~ 14 2066-1322 CONNECTORAMERICON,:'12,3 4,56|
---- - _| 32)'2X 1--1 303 POTENTIOMETER BOURNS.,R35
- |412-12 RELA'Y, DPDT TELEDYNE ,1 K2 
[ ftADIA'r1oN INCORPORATED
I
i 0Ak (IAWIS RIII COIWOlA11014, MrLROURNE, FLORIDA
'I






IT ASSY PFVEL DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR 
IT ASY LEVEL SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE IDENt
n - =!--GI - CD r- ED_ _E_ _==
_ .2N2904_ TRANSISTOR,Q1 -
RCRO7G512JS RES, FXD,R15
38  1 ____ RCR20G121JS _ RFS, FXD,R20
-,_ -2  __ CM05FD121J03 . CAPACITOR, FXD,C9,C15
1CN0450 
__CAPACITOR. FXD,C5
; ":_ _ _ _ LF4W020 INDUCTOR, FXD,JFD,L-.7
,: L..LF4W040 I NDUCTOR FXD JFD L2 4
? :: 2 _... __ RCRO7G152JS RES, FXD,R19II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
I4tr 1 RN60C1 471 F RES, FXD R7
14'I RN60C2260F RES, FXDR6
/4, 2j RN6OC2740F RES, FXD,R5
I7 /,:. --- _ RN6OC6I R9F RES, FXDR4,16
3k 1_ RN,:,0C8451F RES, FXD, R
4 1 . RN60C86R6F RES, FXD,R8
__ _ _ _ 
___ _ __ ___ _ _ _,,_,, ,- ........ ,,_ ___,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ij_0 1 ¥367L 45MHz _ OSCILLATOR, GREENRAY, Y1
5_1 1 1 92P4729R8 CAPACITOR, FXD,C8
52 1 192P82192- CAPACITOR, FXD,C6
.58 1 ._192P8239R8 CAPACITOR, FXD ,C7 
i52~~~~~~~~~~~~ ',I: Fl RCG-174/1 CARl F C'AY
5 I CM528460 -t CIRCUIT MASTER
U6 RE | 417205 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
_ I 
~ ....... I_ ., 




' f--I ZjATIfJ I
.. 1W10AIJJAJJYOF JIAPJ. V JtllI IR rYPr :' O RAIIQU, IlI JJL URJ.E. ri ORIDA





v eHFF .T q
I
1,
w- - - - I I - - II -
i = i_ = _ --- ii ii i - -















qC- I p I1
*1. ~, BLI3V.PrtlrT PAP~n CO. CLF^rl'/NP IOOOH t
Qrf PER OW. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
I 2 Al_. S IZE IDENTIFYING NO P DESCRIPTION CODE IDE.N]
~;._=:_ ... : -:.=___ __=__ .... _
q l _ _i,: CKO6BX104K CAPACITOR, FXD C1--',10-1 4,-22,24 _
___CSR13G475KL CAPACITOR, FXD C23,4,13
!~3~1 _ ___MC1026P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL CLK DRVMOTOROLA/,Z,
~1 _ _ _MC1 034P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. D FL!P FLOP,MOTOROLA,Z1
5._ 1_ __ . _RA-2909 . INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP, HARRIS,AR1
!_* _l __ _ ~RCR07G1011JS RES, FXD R1I
~._J .L1 RCR07G102JS RES, FXD R32
~ o o_ _  _ RCRO7GI03JS _ RES, FXD R26, 22,24,13
; ._ __ -_ RCR07G31 JS RES, FXD R314 
20 32 ____ RCR07GC1 0JS RES, FXD R36 - 23
,-I I RCR07G204JS RES. FXD R21 
RNRO7G271 JS RES, FXD R3 / 
i13 1 _ _ __ RCR07G331 JS RES, FXD R2- 'I\'°
14 1 RCR07G391JS RES, FXD RI COMPF
15 1 RCR0O7G470JS RES, FXD R2 ...
16 1 -RCR07G621JS RES, FXD R28,7
17 2 _ _ _ _ RCRO7G820JS RES, FXD DR27,29 
18 I RCR20G1 02JS RES, FXD R3
19l 1 RN60C1 DOOF RES XD R1 ?
I20 2 RN6.OC2210F RES, FXD TRNIO Qi
21 ___ RN6OC2740F RES, FXD R5,1?7
'?_ 2 .. RN60C2941 F RES, FXD Rllf.14i ;i:_ .1 _.......................................... 
-- n....... 
j; 4 I -- t5256774 1393 C INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, ONL AMP, FAIRCHLDAR3 
2?5 _1. 1 _|U5 -F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP FAIRC-iDAR2
2__ _ j VK -200.20-4B3 BEAD, FERRX CUBE,L1 ?,11,6X
I ItX _ _ | | 1 N4001 . .DIODE, RECT CR7
283 I 1 I N746A DIODE C R6 ' I
I __I ....... "- ' ]i
, 29 1 1 N757A . DIODE CR2
k 30 14 1 N914 DIODE CR1·3,4,8
,,91 |I 10534B' MIXER,·DOtJBLE BALANCED tHP,A1
~:32 _1 . .... 2N3960 TIRANSISTOR Q I J
3' 6! 27 066-_3 2 2 -..--..- in 332 I6 1 { ,[20656-1322 - . CONNECTORAMERICONJ1 -. 16 ,,
_ 11 1 I 1.3252X-1 -103 POTENTIO.__METER B.OUR",IS, R3.5 -
IJ. 41 2-12 RELAY, DPDTK1 2 j
~;r~ .,>w........... <-, ,,......................?,,. ...... J :i?_:.. _*^. ..0;.._..<J..^...r.,. ;r, S .-,, ,,, 
.i f/A{ Il~til R , I'LOIEDE
, .!I',lfolAIIY (F1 IIAIItl'- IaTE RTYI' +iwlor, ( iKT111 hlLEIBia iElju f'RIIDA
SIZE
A





; . , I v a , I I I I . . I , ,
I - - ,  -, ;, - . L.-, 't , , - , 4. - 4 , " , -  V, , "' -, , , ', ,,  . - - , -- - I . I 1, :.- ;  :!,. j -,, , 
. . . I - I I I I - . .  I % 11 -I -- - -
I -. , _ .__
U.9,RLIJ-PRIT PAPER CO. CLEARPr¢INT 1O0014|AQTY PE |DWG PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
ASSYTEVE DWG. PART O'R 
ITEMG 2AsSY E EL ISIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE DENsT
-i .... _ 12N2904 __ TRANISTOR,Q1_
1 __..... _ RCR2_OG512JS RES, FXD R15
28 1 ____ RCRO7G121JS RES, FXD R20
i39 1 CK14BX223K CAPACITOR, FXD C7
,!iO 1 .. __- CKI5BR224K __ CAPACITOR. FXD C8
'2 i_~ iCM05FD121J03 CAPACITOR, FXD C9,15 /.,• 1 ILF4W~ 035CP
v 1 __ _ LF4WQ35 INDUCTOR, FXD JFD. i.7
2 LF4W100 iNDUCTOR, FXD JFD, L4,2
44 1 RCRO7G911JS RES, FXD R19
'45 -2 RN60C2260F RES, FXD R6
!4 6 2 RN60C2740F RES, FXD R5 _. .
J47 1 RN60C4991F RES, FXD R9
iT, 2 RN6OC61R9F RES, FXD R16,4
!49 1 ____ RN60C88R7F RES, FXD R8
i50 1 RN6OC8870F RES, FXD R7-
___ 1 _ _ y367 55 MHz - OSCIL . .GREENWA'. Y1
52_ 1 92P2229R8 CAPACITOR, FXD C6
3 30IFT RG-174/ULJ CABLE, COAX
54 RE _ _ CM528460 - L_ CIRCUIT MASTER
55 RE 417305 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
1- _ _ _ _ _ _ - -______
S31 _ e_ _ _ __. _ __ -_A.__ .... - _
W _ _'_._. .. _.....- 
U--1- .. - ---.. , ,, -
et_ __ 











I',i".,llAIl' rtllAR@' I IfRI' 11d[ RTYI'I (ORI ORATION, MELBOUREo FLORIDA|
I-;
U. i, n fl;_PRINT PAPEl CO. Cl-ARP"INT 1OO - _
.~"' QTY PER -DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
'iITEM I ASSY LEVELWITMG3sLEL SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE iDErt':.
i -L JCK06BX1 04K CAPACITOR, FXD C1 -3, 10-1 2, 1 4,1 16-22, 24 
CSR1 3G475KL CAPACITOR, FXD C23, 4,13 _
3 1 _MC1026P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL CLK DRVMOTOROI/-\ ._
1 1 ____ MC1 034P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, D FLIP FLOP, MOTORO' A,Z1
AL-- II RA-2909 INTEGRATED CIRCU IT, OPNL AMP,HARRIS. AR1
*_ 1 __ _RCR07G]01OJS _ RES, FXD RO10
'?) 2 _ RCR07G102JS RES. FXD R32
3 _ _._ RCRO7G103JS . RES, FXD R26, 22, 14,13 
q 2 _ __ _ RCR07GI31JS RES, FXD R31,34_
10 3 __ RCR07G160JS RES, FXD R36 - 23
1i 1 - -__ RCR07G204JS RES, FXD R21
12 1 RCRO7G271 JS RES, FXD R30
j13 1 __ . RCRO7G331JS RES, FXD R23
14 1 RCRO7G391JS RES, FXD R1
1 I _ _ RCR07G470JS __ RES, FXD R2
16 2 RCRO7G621JS RES, FXD R28,33
1 2 __ _ RCR07G820JS RES, FXD R27,29
18 1 RCR20G102JS RES, FXD RI
119 1 R___ RN60C1000F RES, FXD R12
S20 __ RN60C2210F RES, FXD R6,18
;1 2_ RN60C2740F RES, FXD R5,171I~ | RN60C2941 F RES FXD R 1 ,14
!2 --3___ 1- ............
t,. j
' l
-L-_' 1 |U5B774,1393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMPFAIRCHiLD.AR.
1._ .. .... U5F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP,FAlRCHIL.D,AR'
_i _ _ ~_ VK-200-20-4'B BEAD, FERRX CUBE, t1 1 ,911 6
271 _ 1N4001 DIODE, RECT CR7
- 11 _ 1 N746A DIODE CR2
29 _ 1 N757A . DIODE CRG
J I _ 1N914 DIODE CR1 .S,4,8
I1 10534B MIXER ,DOUBLE BALANCED iP, Al _-
1 .. ..2N3960 - I TRANSISTOR 01
-W )||| 20_Z66-1 322 __CONNECTORAMERICON, J l - .16
0X~1 X_3252X-1 X-103 POTENTIOMETER, BOURNS. R:'.
1 I I41 -1 2 RELAY DPDT,TELEDYNE. KI,?
i ='?,AI-._)ATION iNCORPORATED
5i;Stl[!AIYbf f1 Itt lS-IH1 ry [[ Cn.ORA IOUII,. Mi !.IIOURNE, FLUfRl[A
SIZE
A
























J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i I I I 
-  , :'' , ",' -, i"& ': t , _-.1 Z'_ "_ :_   '., "'_ - - 11 '_"' 'I- ._ 1, . _ -
e , ., '. ! i
· ,,.*..;  · v.',t- -': -·.. ¼. -.... '.^- ; -: ... . " . .... ......... ,.....*s _
S. . BLUCEPlINT PAP~Ef CO. CL-ARPpplNT 1C'OOH
. OTY PER .. !
,E. ASSY LEVEL DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
T G3 A LVL IZ F IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE IDENiT
04 
_ ____ 
2N92904 TRANSISTOR Q1! 1-_i_]_'_-RCR07G512JS RES, FXD R15
8 ! 1_ ___ RC.R20G.1221 JS RES, FXD R20
!~ 1 _ CK14BR563K · CAPACITOR, FXD C7
] .0 1 _ ____CK15BR334K CAPACITOR, FXD C8
i4'1 2 LF4WO40 INDUCTOR, FXD JFD, L2,4
/iRCR.OTG221 JS RES. FXD R19
-~. 1 _ ___ RN60H1272FM RES, FXD R9V, __ -_ _ _N60C2261 F . RES, FXD R6
- RN60C27 41 F RES, FXD R5
~ __ _ _RN60C51 RI F RES, FXD R4, 16
;7 j X-80 DELAY LINE 50 OHMS, 118ms ±5%, EL RAD
'8 ___1 X-80 DELAY LI NE 50 OHMS, 59ns ±5%, EL RAD
~1 _ ~ _ __RN60C2231 1B RES, FXD R7
'L 5__._ _3 RN60D2210OFM RES, FXD R8
|,1 1 WEE-WEE-I .5 INDUCTOR, FXD, NYTRONICS, L7
2 1 Y367 66,25MHz I OSCILLATOgRGREENWAY. Y1
' -:. -l 192P3929R8 CAPACITOR, FXD C6~r _.--_+ .J__....... .. .___
!
iRE.I' 1 1 92P4729R8CM528460 --. CAPACITOR, FXD C5CIRCUIT MASTER
F
I i:7(! RE- 417305 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAML 
____________
]F-
_- - t- 
s






SIZE .CODE IDENT NO. | 7 '- 'l[















QTY PER DWG PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
ITEM 1 ASSY LEVEL SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE IDENTiT
]ITEIG4^ 
____,-_=_.__
-1.,_ CK06BX104K CAPACITOR, FXD Cl -3, 10-1- 2, 14,1 -22, 24. ___
3 ___CSR1 3G475KL CAPACITOR, FXD C23,4,13
I2 1 ____MCI 026P I NTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL CLK DRV, MOTORO' .A, Z
L4 1 __ _ MC1034P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. FLIP FLOPM©TOROLA, Zl
RA-2909 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. OPNL AMP,HARRIS,AR1
- -_____RCR07G10QIJS 
_ RES FXD RO10
~~~j .
_~~~~~_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
._._ _ __RCR07.G102JS RES, FXD R32
> .' . _ _ RCR07G103JS RES, FXD R26,22,14,13
9 2 RCR07G131JS 
_ RES, FXD R31,34
-.'10 3 ____ RCR07G160JS RES, FXD R36 - 38
" 1 ____. RCR07G204JS RES, FXD R21
12 1 RCR07G271JS RES. FXD R30
13 1 RCR07G331 JS RES, FXD R23
1 i4 1 RCRO7G391 JS RES, FXD R1
5 1 __ __ RCR07G4-70JS _ RES,. FXD R2
16 2 RCR07G621JS RES, FXD - R28 33
j17 2 RCR07G820JS 
_ RES, FXD R27,29
18 1 RCR20G102JS RES, FXD RS3
9 1_ RN60C1000F RES, FXD R12 
02 _j RN60C2210F RES, FXD R6,18
!.1 '2 __ _ RN60C2740F RES, FXD R5f1 
2 2 . RNC2941F RES r FXD R11,14
24 1 U5B7741393 INTEGRATED CiRCUiT, OPNL AMP,FA1RCHi.DAR3 j
.25 1 _J5F7711393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP tFA I RCH I LD AR'2
26 4 VK-200-20--1B BEAD, FERRX CUBE L.1,9,11,6
_27 1 1N4001 _ DIODE, RECT CR7
8 1 ____ 1N746A DIODE CR?.
2?9 1 1 N757A DIODE CR ·,
9;1014 1 N914 .S 304 1 N914. DIODE CR1,314,8
°1 L_ - -10534B MIXER,DOIJBLE BALANCED, HP, A1l
1___. . . 2N3960 TRA NSI STOR 1




_. . _r,_- ,
'1 _ _ -_ _.L||3252X-1-103 POETNTIOMETER , BOI.R rS. R35
tI - - -t 412-12 REL.AY. DPDT ,TEL ED;"NE , 2
I TADtAION INCOF:iORATED
I S.tM1IIARY (1' IIARII' I, '11 :RTYIt C(ORPOiRATION. tlLLBOUIRNE, FLORIDA
IP
IA














U . 5. i]. 1UEl'NT PAPER CO.
U. S, nLUEPRINT PAP£R CO, CLrARPRINT OOOH '
QTY PER DWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
iTEM ASSYLEVEL SIZE IDENTIFYING NO P DESCRIPTION CODEi =
& fi -!- _ 2N2904 TRANSISTOR Q1
|_1 RCR07G512JS RES, FXD R15
33 1 RCR20 G1 21JS RES, FXD R20_
...39 2 . -_ CK15BR105M CAPACITOR. FXD C7
I·'70 1_ __ RCR07G91OJS RES, FXD R19 
s 2, :' _ _ RN60C2261F RES, FXD R6
. :_RN60C2741 F RES, FXD R5
: 2 _ ' _ RN6OC51R1F RES, FXD R4
!44 1 - RN60C5111 F RES, FXD R9
45 1 T RN60C86R6F RES, FXD R8
46, 1 ___RN60C8660F RES, FXD R7
47 J . ..WEE-WEE-2.2 INDUCTOR, FXD, NYTRONICS,L2,4
48 1 WEE-WEE-3.3 INDtJCTOR, FXD, NY1'RONJCS.L7
L4 1- -_ _ - Y367 68.5 MHz 'OSCILLATOR, GREENWAY, Yl
I50 1 192P2739R8 CAPACITOR, FXD C6
5.1 2 192P4729R8 CAPACITOR, FXD C5
. 1 X-73 DELAY LINE 50 OHMS, 270 ns ±5%.EL RAD
IC 1 ____ _X-80 DELAY LINE 50 OHMS,135 ns .±5%,EL RAD
REF CM528460 -2 CIRCUIT MASTER
REF _ __ __41730 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
_. ___ _ i __ . ....
r ________ _ __ __ _.__ ._____.____________
I- -__ _ . ... ;_ __
1-- ____._._...__
51i __ _.... .
tw.__ % _ _ _ _ . . .. #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a
F'-ADI/TI0N INCOR ORATIED
i4 :,:JI[, .uR'I (: 1 IIARl 1 1 I1T ERTYP C)lRi'ORATI7O1 MLLBOURNE, I'LORIDA 
SIZE
A














U. 6, OLUtEPRINT PAPER CO. CLEARPRINT IOOOH
TY PER IDWG. PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
-IEM 5ASSY LEV.- SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION DE ENG05 CO__ DE ]DENT
,t5 CK06BX104K CAPACITOR FXD C1-3. 10-12 14. 1-2 '4- _
~3 _ ___ CSR13G475KL CAPACITOR, FXD C23,4,13
) 1_. ~ _ _ _ MC1026P INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. DUAL CLK DRV,MOTOROLA Z2
2.4 1 ____ MC1034P I NTEGRATED CIRCUIT D FLIP FLOP,MOTORO!.AZ 1
RA-2909 ._ INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNL AMP,HiARRIS,AR1
< j._i_[. P, _ RCR07Gi01JS RES FXD RO10
' f _ _ _ _ RCR07G1O2JS RES, FXD R32
4: RCR07G103JS RES, FXD R26, 22,24,13
21__9 RCR07G131 JS RES, FXD R31,34
10 _ RCR07G160.JS RES, FXD R36 - 38
I1 1 RCRO7G204JS RES, FXD R21
1 ! RCR07G271JS RES. FXD R30
{13
S I __3 
_ _._ _ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1 . RCR07G391JS RES, FXD RI
2 1 1____ RCR07G470JS 
_ RES, FXD R2
16 2 FRCRCR07G621 JS _ RES, FXD R28,33 
$17 2 _ _ _ RCR.7Q820jS RES, FXD R27, 29






_20 I- RN60C2210F RES, FXD R6,18 
0 21 12 '" , RN60C2740F RES, FXD R5,17
2  1 _ | RN60C2941F RES, FXD R1l1,14
2' 12 RN60C61R9F RES, FXD R4,16 
124 1 111_ | |U5B7741393 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, OPNLAMP, FAIRCHiLD,AR3 
25 1 |U5F7711393 
__INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, DUAL COMP,FAIRCH!LD,AR2
26 4 VK-200-20-4B BEAD FERRX CUBE L1,9,11 6
27 1 1 N4001 DIODE, RECT CR7-




l I C' F
CR6
CR2
rDO. 4 1 0
- ' I II · r t./I~ L/L, k.l\d. ~f; I ,O
~:'-'. j ' . ..
MIYFR Il"i IRI F PAI AIC"FN' iHP A1
, ' .. . . . . ' I lII bI'~/,U'~ t~1 L I.- /'3..[~.nl,'l k..,I-I.L/ . I I_ ; /' " IU ,!•i? I1 I I I I I2N3960 TRANSISTOR Q1
Pi '33 I6 I I I I I 2066-1322 CONNECTOR AMERICON -
ik' " 13252X-1-103 POTENTIOMETERBOURNSR5
7f-i2 |4',$ { | l,112-12 RELAYr DPDT TELEDYNE K1 2
mfl 1f- -rw r[b bt, 2
YJI0IC51IAI ( 01 I/'I'RI S IN[IRIYI· CTIY N P' T 0N MELI U,] NL, f L ORIDAI
SIZE
A








i-t a :N L M er, S -B, w ,; j 








IIL I I-L,I t
.SCALE IF I SHEET 10
U. ., 1i1 IIEPRINT PAp.R CO. CLEARPRINT 1000}1
W1
T
' Qi'Y PER' iQMAYlEVE DWG. PART OR MNOMENCLATURE OR
I i ,,G5 EVEL qlZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE IDE, 
_ _."' _ __ CMI'ED101 J10N3 CAP, FXD .: 
ID 2P0I:OX2 CAP, FXD
o_ -- -_ 1 ?2P,.Pf£q'RBF _ CAP FXD Cr-
1 .... _!_ LF4W08 INDUCTOR, FXD FD. L ,L 
I1 __ _ LF41WOOQ_ I NDUICTOR FXD .FD L7
]IAj]-- I----
L ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
I1'. 1 RN60C6041 F _RES, FXD R9
1 _ _ __ Y367 '52 MHZ OSCIL ATOR, GREENWA',', '1
i_ i30iFT -__ RG-1 74/U CABLE, COAX
49 RE: CM$28!6o0 - ._ CIRCUIIT MASTER
.0 RE: 417305; SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
,_1 1 _ RCR07G512JS RES, FXD, COMP, R15 
___
i:7? I1 RN60C1000F RES, FXD,R12
_ _53 1 '2N2904 TRANSISTOR, 01
"lL'-4 1 RCR20G121 !S RES FXD,COMP.R20
~5L:, 1 RCR0iG1 83JS RES,COMP,R23 F
t' . _ _ __ RCRO 7 G112..S RES. COMP, R19
i~~' 1 _ 192P4729R8 CAP,FXD,C$ :";'- 
119 2P2029R8 CAP, FXD,C7 .
|_l_ _ 1 R',N60C5%0OF . RES, FXDRQI]'. 1 RIN60C1 070F RES, FXD, R/
I-_-_-_-_
F ............ _ ...... _. ,, ..
F _ _---
C -- . _ - ... 1.
-m R cl7= * r~rtr Inc~lT ,> * ... . . __
'I -!i...'J
R 1ADIATION INCOR POfRATED
!,!)BS I Jlj A f fl^[ 1ltlf' l AR J ItI'I I 1¥1Yr (,)R Irlot, 1M[L BOUIUll, FLORIDA
SIZE
A





' ._ .H T I 
11
I
Iqc ,. I F T§ CFPFT
-kM ' .L k- k.4 ' : ' ha :_L- . e
LU. S. nL.tljEPfnflIt4T PAPERI CO. CLEAR'PRINT 100014
I A ... QTY PRART OR M NOMENCLATURE ORASY F~t DG. PART OR M
,.~ ~ ~ ~ _ _ __ ..... ___ COD 'D,._____ISIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CDE DE';
-, .... i..:6 - .______.......... .. 
CK0OBX10,iK _ CAPACITOR. FXD C1-3, 10-12,14,16-22, '4
@1 i _ _ _ _ CSR1 3G41 7! KL _ CAPACITOR, FXD C2'>, 4,13
-; 1 MC102,-P NTEGRATED CIRCLIT, DUAL CLK DRV,M,.'C" R() A Z.
L:: 1 ........ MC1034P _ INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. D FLP FLOP,MOTOROJ.\ /1 
__1_ _____RA-2909 INTEGRATED CIRCUJtT., OPNL AMP,-iARR!S AR1
; 7, ? RCR07G101 JS RES, FXD R10 
1 __ RCR07G102JS __ RES[ FXD R32
4 -. RCR07G10;JS RES, FXD R 26,22,14, 1'
2 _ _RCRO7G1'1 'S RES, FXD R31 ,.
310 ___ RCR0iGl,..S RES FXD R36 -
11 'I~~ IRCRO7G?O0.' IS RES, FXD R21
1l 1 _RCRO.;G2'.1 .S RES, FXD R30 _
1 1RCR07TG3.1 S RES, FXD R1I_ _[_ ____/.\
i1 1 _ ___ _.RCROG'1 7 0 S RES, FXD R' 
* lf ? - -__ RCRO7G-021.jS RES, FXD . 'R8-3,q _
1 _' _ _ _ RCRO7G820 'S _ RES, FXD R27,2Y/
^~1 )-. 1 -~ -RCRP00102. O'S __RES, FXD R.
_YlO-' ~ ~ __________ __ ______________.__________VF- -_ _- _ _, . __ ___ _
.2.0 · _ _ - -_ .RNA.OC221 OF _ RES, FXD R6.,I 8
i .1 7 RN60C2740F RES FXD R5,17 , 
-_ ._ _VK-200--20~i-B BEAD, ERRX CUIBE .1 ,e,11,, X
I _ ._ _ R . C\1 N0  _ DIODE, FXDRECT CRi, 14
- - -_. _ 1'JB74137 01 INTEGRATED CROPNI. AMARC:DAR
29 1 1 N757A DIODE CR2
';_.. 1 NQ?7 1 1 DIONTE GT CRC, IA, 4DI C
I
- .
k VK-200--20-,73i1 MI XER, DOUBLE I BALANCED. I, Al) 1 ~~~~ 2H39(0 ~~~TRAN-S'STOR
. . _ ~_ _DDE___ CONNECTORAMER7CON : _6 _
'..:2X- 1 -1 03
'I 2--1 '
I I -; IIj -A I )ATlION ICIGtOQFPOlF:FATED |! '. l,, ,! I, l ii 1 '1' Illl I , it 'I' Ill ~ f/ I*AZ Ai tUl, 1.11 IlO, I _Ji , lA
POTENIT'OMETER . BOIRNS RVI:
REILA', DPDT, TELEDY'NE, I'1, ,2
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. , ,?'
_A 91417 /:·?7
t
P L. , ! '.
cr~I ~::* I I·~II ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
4.
I _ ._ _ _ , .I . .. - - I . . .. . .- . ~  - 11 ~_ u II
T
- - : " :, -  I , . I _1, - - - , ;. 4L- " -_;  _-,
c r- I r I I -- '-H = -- T_
O!11 17II -
IT ; = P ! LE VEL DWG PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
T G6 SIZE IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE DEi 1
k:-- m =- - ----- i .............. ..... 
,.IT 
_ _ _ _ ._ ._  _ _ . . . . . . . . .........................._ _ __ _
~~~--t'-F- t 
_ _ _ __ _________
E~. - -' _ .___ CM15FD101 N'-. CAP, FXD C? t1l
t?~i ____._LF4WO,.-.. 
_. IND.ICTOR, FXD FD,._(.._. _ __ .LF4W035 
_ t -!DUCOTR, FXD ..IFD, L',
I Mi~lA _ _ _ _ t ......... JF . L, _. ?. _ -_........-
F , .... 
______




__l '36,7L 42MHz !-z. OSCILLATOR,GREENWA-, Y1
. :_ _ ._ 19,.P56,9R9 CAP, FXD C5 
: 1_ _ ___ 1'" : 2Pl1:ORP . . CAP, FXD - C6
;tO0 F1T- RG-17 '.i CABLE, COAX
RW ... __ _"~ _~" _ . ._....
0 RE I ___ .CMSf'Ot. B _ CiRCUiT MASTIER
R: E -17305 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
-1 ._____. ......
'2 1 _ O_ _7_RC1R02~JS 
__RES.FXDCQMP R15
.. : 1 _RN60C1000Fi RES, FXD, R12F-qzr _ __,,__..
54.-- 1 11 2.12904 IRANSISTOR. 
_1_
__; 1 _ - RCR,20GI21 S RES.FXD:COMP.R20
.,uso~ 1 |_RCR07G205.!S RES,FXD.COMP,R2''
.57. 1 - _ | |RCR07G183J'S RES, FXD COMP.R1 9 
_;_ 1_ _ 192P332?R8 CAP, FXD. CU ','1 I6 _ I7 I70 _ RES, ',D' I
__ 1 |.|. |. RN60C7870F RES, FXD .R8 
-
I. %TI 1 - . .. . .1____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
=--'-- --- 1______=__=_-'____ 
-_ --__7277. __- 9i--- - - - '-A. K 1
-- t- - ---- I - I - _ _ ---. ... _- -___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FlA )IAIFIC)1ON INCOR MOfRATE D
t UiiF:.li1!?.FF 'Oi H. ltli ', 1ll11 F4 l- 1F 1 IF 1NShA .IF MII 1BfUR/I[ IlfliUtl.A
ii REV
PL -I: 8762
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. -- 7A.,,.
A 91417
i I I //~
SCALE
' . . . . H _ '_
0--







I. I9IL Ii. L
L
I
. , 5LUI:l'RINT PAPER CO. CLE ARPR:NT ¥OOOH
AI | SHEET 1 -'.
(:Ltr f^fi'ld NT Hirf)hi!
Ifi; -- J {}Y PE }...............- g QfY PER DWG PART OR M NOMENCLATURE OR
,'TeMI ^ssY LEVEL ORG.7rEMi 7ASSY lEVEL 'z IDENTIFYING NO. P DESCRIPTION CODE .DLi
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